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ABSTRACT
A renewal of interest in the French impressionists began in 1974 with the 100th
anniversary of the first exhibition of the artists who broke with the official Salon in Paris and
held their own exhibitions from 1874 through 1886.  Since 1974, there has been a swell of
interest in reinvestigating lesser-known European and American impressionist artists, especially
women artists whose work often was relegated to second-class professional status.   Among
them was Helen Maria Turner (1858-1958), an artist whose work merits further examination.  
In the first two decades of the twentieth century, Turner’s art was held in great esteem by
critics, private and public collectors, and her peers.   Despite her contributions to the movement
of impressionism in America, her works are often overlooked today.  Following her death in
1958, the first examination of her work did not occur until 1983, when art historian Louis Hoyer
Rabbage curated a retrospective exhibition for the Cragsmoor Free Library in Ulster County,
New York.  In the exhibition catalogue, Rabbage declared that the purpose of the exhibition was
to make a statement on behalf of  Turner’s “rightful place in American art history” and that a
definitive biography and catalogue raisonné were still needed. William Gerdts’s 1995 landmark
volume, Art Across America: Two Centuries of Regional Paintings, included her work, but no
one has undertaken major new research.
The objective of this project is to give further consideration to Turner’s work by
exploring her seventy-year career, especially her early years of art training in New Orleans,
heretofore overlooked.  The project investigates the influences on her style and subject matter, 
xii
how her work reflects the time in which it was produced, and how her professional career served
as a role model for other artists.
An attachment documenting her paintings in museum collections includes the
provenance and exhibition history for each work.  A detailed history of her participation in
museum and gallery exhibitions is also attached.  The main sources used to compile this
information were Turner’s papers at the New-York Historical Society and materials from the
museums and institutions that hold her work.   
1William H. Gerdts, Masterworks of American Impressionism (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990), 11. 
2Ibid.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Helen Maria Turner’s (1858-1958) life spanned a century of change in American history
that extended from the Civil War to Reconstruction, from World War I through the Great
Depression, and from World War II to the Korean War.  She witnessed amazing technological
transformations with the introduction of the automobile, airplane, telephone, “moving-pictures,”
and television, as well as landmark societal advancements with the abolition of slavery and the
right of native and black Americans and women to vote.
Art in America also underwent dramatic changes during the century.  At the time of
Turner’s birth in 1858, art was strongly nationalistic, celebrating idyllic eastern landscapes in the
works of Thomas Cole and the Hudson River School, and Manifest Destiny in the West in the
sweeping, epic scenery of Albert Bierstadt and Thomas Moran. But, it was also a world still
dominated by men and venerable, rigid art academies.  
Before the Civil War, small numbers of American artists trained in Europe.  After the
war, the “earlier trickle of art students became a regular flow as young tyros gravitated to Paris
from 1866 on,”1 enrolling at the newly-reformed, time-honored École des Beaux-Arts or the new
academies, especially the Académie Julian.  Alternatively, students studied privately in the
ateliers of French masters like Charles Chaplin.  The “young tyros” understood the provinciality
of American art, and in their study abroad, their motivation was not “to ally themselves with
avant-garde art causes but rather to learn the fundamentals of traditional pictorial construction.”2  
3The “Ten American Painters,” were the great proponents of American impressionism. Initiated by John W.
Twachtman (1853-1902), a group of successful New York and Boston artists joined in an informal alliance called
"The Ten" and exhibited jointly beginning in 1898.  “The Ten” included Frank W. Benson (1862-1951), Joseph De
Camp (1858-1923), Thomas W. Dewing (1851-1938), Childe Hassam (1859-1935), Willard L. Metcalf (1858-1925),
Robert Reid (1862-1929), Edward E. Simmons (1852-1931), Edmund C. Tarbell (1862-1938), John W. Twachtman,
and J. Alden Weir (1852-1919).  William Merritt Chase became a member after Twachtman's death.
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Fig. 1.  Helen M. Turner, n.d.
© Collection of The New-York Historical
Society
However, it was inevitable that European avant-garde art movements would make their way to
the United States with the influx of artists training in Europe and interest in European art from
American collectors and critics. The French impressionist movement reached the United States
in the mid-1880s, and an American version of it dominated the American art world through the
second decade of the twentieth century.   
The Armory Show in New York in
1913 jolted the American art world bringing
significant change with the introduction of
European modernism. While American
impressionism was still fêted at the 1915
Panama-Pacific International Exposition in
San Francisco, shortly afterward its decline
began.  Besides “The Ten,”3 who continued
to exhibit together through 1919, many other
talented artists were part of the American
impressionist movement, including a number
of women, Turner included.  She was an accomplished impressionist, a trailblazer who forged an
inspiring artistic career, and her work deserves recognition in this chapter of American art
history (Fig. 1). 
4E. O. Sommerville, “An Atelier des Dames,” Magazine of Art  9 (1886): 152.
5Handwritten biographical information submitted by HMT to James T. White & Co, N.Y., for the National
Cyclopedia of American Biography, 1937, Helen M. Turner Papers, New-York Historical Society (hereafter referred
to as HMT Papers, N-YHS).
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Fig. 2  Winslow Homer, Art Students and Copyists in the
Louvre Gallery, 1867, 
When Turner entered
the world of art in the 1880s,
it was a period of “art mania”
for women, as record numbers
of young women studied in art
schools in the United States
and abroad4 as illustrated in
Winslow Homer’s Harper’s
Weekly image of women art
students and copyists at the
Louvre (Fig. 2).  Whereas many women pursued art instruction, a small percentage actually went
on to establish careers as professional artists.  In this regard, Turner was among a generation of
women breaking new ground.  Her combination of talent and determination enabled her to move
to professional status, support herself, and achieve a distinguished reputation.   
 Impressionism was in its vanguard years in America when she went to study art in fin-de-
siècle New York. Her teachers in New York were among the country’s most acclaimed artists.
She became so thoroughly grounded in impressionism in style and subject matter that she
ultimately identified herself as an American Impressionist,5 and continued with it long after the
movement faded.  Her virtual disappearance from the art scene following her rise to artistic
4success coincides with the evolution of modernism and a new era of nonrepresentational art.  Not
only had impressionism “fizzled out,” but, ironically, as the century wore on, critics and artists
alike regarded it as the antithesis of the avant-garde, and devoid of intellectual or meaningful
artistic expression. Impressionism, the first movement to introduce Americans to the aesthetic of
abstraction, had come full circle from its beginnings as a movement of rebellion of academically
trained artists.  
Helen Maria Turner left New Orleans in 1895 to study at the Art Students League. When
she returned to New Orleans in 1926 after thirty years of work in New York, she was at her
height as a successful professional artist.  Many benchmarks signified her success. Her paintings
were included in all of the major annual museum exhibitions and in the permanent collections of
such esteemed institutions as the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Corcoran Gallery of Art.
Her paintings were sought after by famous private collectors, as well, including Duncan Phillips
and George A. Hearn. She had participated in many important exhibitions, including the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco in 1915 and exhibitions organized by
the American Federation of Arts that toured in France and Italy.  Her election as an academician
of the prestigious National Academy of Design in 1921 was evidence of the high regard in which
the art community in New York held her, especially when one considers that she was only the
fourth woman, and the first Louisianian, ever to receive this designation.   
The New Orleans art community warmly welcomed her.  Also in 1926 she joined the
faculty of the Arts and Crafts Club and became active in the local art community while working
on portrait commissions.  It was an important year, too, for her artistic reputation—her first
major solo traveling exhibition was touring major cities around the country. 
6Carter Stevens, New Orleans newspaper clipping in scrapbook, 1946, n.p., HMT Papers, N-YHS. This was
a posthumous quote by Ellsworth Woodward, who had died in 1939.
5
This success obviously did not come overnight.  Her contemporary Ellsworth Woodward
said, “Helen Turner won her way in art solely by hard work, and without ever compromising
with her artistic ideals.  Every honor that has come to her she richly deserves.”6  Indeed, to
understand the depth of her tremendous achievement, one must investigate her work, her life,
and the sources of her inspiration.
7Mrs. James J. McLoughlin, “Eminent Men and Women of New Orleans,” New Orleans Life (June 1926):
22. 
8Letters from John Pintard to his Daughter Eliza Noel Davidson, 1816-1933, 4 vols. (New York: N-YHS
Collections, 1937).  In the introduction of Vol. I, it is noted that Eliza Noel Pintard married Richard Davidson in
1810 and was living in Pinckneyville, Mississippi Territory.  It also notes that she returned to New Orleans in 1816
and corresponded with her father until her death in New Orleans in 1833.  
9HMT, artist questionnaire, artist file, National Academy of Design, New York.
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CHAPTER TWO
EARLY YEARS: CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION
In 1926, when Turner returned to New Orleans, she considered it her primary residence. 
In June of that year, the Louisiana Historical Society recognized her as an honored guest at a
meeting held at the Cabildo.  At the event, she told the members that the Cabildo held special
meaning for her, because her great-grandfather, John Pintard (1759-1844), the noted New York
statesman who was credited as the principal founder of the New-York Historical Society, stood
in the historic building during the momentous transfer of the Louisiana Territory in 1803.7  She
also recounted that Pintard’s daughter Eliza (1787-1833) had accompanied him on the trip to
New Orleans where she met her future husband, Dr. Richard Davidson of Kentucky.  Eliza and
Richard Davidson settled into life in New Orleans and raised a family.8  Among their children
was a daughter, Helen Maria Davidson (1821-1865), who married Mortimer Turner of Houma,
Louisiana.9   
10HMT’s parents and maternal grandparents were New Orleanians.  New Orleans was the Turners’ home
before the Civil War.  In the Cragsmoor Retrospective catalogue, Rabbage writes that the Turners were from
Alexandria, but this was simply a temporary home during the Civil War. The New-York Historical Society holds
letters in Miscellaneous-Manuscripts from 1848, 1852, and 1855 written by Helen Maria Turner’s mother from New
Orleans relating information about their life in New Orleans.  The Hill Memorial Library at Louisiana State
University has a letter, in the James Calvert Wise Papers, written by Mortimer Turner to Governor Allen in 1864,
from the Turners’ temporary home in Alexandria, in which he states that he has been a businessman in New Orleans
for the past thirty-five years.  New Orleans City Directories at the Hill Memorial Library record that Mortimer
Turner lived and worked in New Orleans.  He is included in the 1858 directory, but not the 1859-65 directories.
11 July 10, 1853 letter to Mrs. Neville of New Orleans, Helen Maria Davidson Turner, Miscellaneous-
Manuscripts, N-YHS.
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The Mortimer Turners began their family together in New Orleans10 during years of great
prosperity in mid-nineteenth century antebellum Louisiana, and they enjoyed a comfortable life. 
Helen’s six older siblings had the benefit of relatively easy times despite the terrifying presence
of yellow fever.  Spread by mosquitoes, yellow fever was a major threat for New Orleanians
during the summer months, and the 1850s saw the worst outbreaks of the deadly disease. In
1853, the most virulent epidemic swept through the city causing more than eight thousand
deaths, or ten percent of the population.  To avoid exposure, Mrs. Turner and her children
headed to Pass Christian, Mississippi, a popular retreat for wealthy New Orleanians on the Gulf
of Mexico. A letter written July 10, 1853, to Mrs. Turner’s friend, a Mrs. Neville in New
Orleans, gives a glimpse of the family’s comfortable life despite the rain, abundance of
mosquitoes, and the crowded hotel.  She spent the mornings giving the children their French,
English, history, and geography lessons, and in the afternoons there was time for omnibus rides
or walks from Henderson’s Point to the end of the Pass.11  
Five years later, Helen Maria Turner was born on November 13, 1858 in Louisville,
Kentucky, while her mother was visiting family and staying at Glenconey, the home of her sister
Mary Davidson Hancock. It is quite possible Mrs. Turner was there to keep her little flock of
12April 10, 1864 letter to Mrs. Neville of New Orleans, Helen Maria Davidson Turner, Miscellaneous-
Manuscripts, N-YHS.
13March 1848 letter to her nephew, Helen Maria Davidson Turner, Miscellaneous-Manuscripts, N-YHS.
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children healthy and avoid yellow fever or other diseases like cholera, malaria and small pox.
Correspondence relates that one of her sons, Harrison (“Harry”), suffered from attacks of
rheumatism and could not bear much exercise because of heart problems.12  Mrs. Turner and her
children enjoyed their visits to their Kentucky relatives and fortunately, trains left New Orleans
for Louisville on a regular basis.  Mrs. Turner’s sisters were married to prominent men and lived
comfortably with their families.  Mary’s husband, George Hancock, was a successful planter and
agricultural pioneer; Eliza’s husband John Harris Johnston was a judge; and Julia’s husband,
Meriwether Lewis Clark, was a founder of Churchill Downs.  A letter dated March 1848 by Mrs.
Turner from New Orleans shows the Turners’ fondness for visits to Kentucky:
I do want to see my dear sisters, so much Harry says, if he had wings he would fly up,
take a hundred dollars and just buy a house and live there with us all.  Dear boys, all
their brightest [inspirations and wishes] for the future lie in the hope that we will
move to Kentucky and have a farm where they can have plenty [of] apples and
buttermilk.  I must say how deeply their mother shares in the wish but this I fear is
not in store for me.13
During a visit to Louisville that spread out over three years, Helen Maria Turner was
born and baptized in Christ Church Cathedral in Louisville.   It is not possible to determine
whether Mortimer Turner was with his family for the duration of the visit, if he continued his
coal business in Kentucky, or if he was working in Louisiana, but his name is absent from the
New Orleans City Directories from 1859 through 1865 when the war ended.
Mortimer Turner was a successful coal dealer with four steamboats operating in
Louisiana’s inland waterways from New Orleans to Alexandria.  New Orleans was the country’s
14Leonard V. Huber, New Orleans: A Pictorial History (Gretna: Pelican Publishing Company, 1991), 6.
15Gardner’s New Orleans Directory-1866 (New Orleans: Charles Gardner), 21, on microfilm at The
Historic New Orleans Collection.  Statistics tracking receipts of commerce over a period of ten years, ending August
31, 1865, show the decline of commerce in New Orleans during the war years.  Specifically, coal declined from sales
of  $1,628,000 in 1860-61 to $265,298 in the 1863-64 reporting period.
16March 1861 letter to his aunt Julia Davidson in Louisville, Harrison Grey Turner, Miscellaneous-
Manuscripts, N-YHS. 
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Fig. 3.  Helen M. Turner, age 2, circa 1860 
© Collection of The New-York Historical Society
second largest port, New York being the largest. In 1859-60, New Orleans’s port sales had never
been better, and Louisiana ranked second in the nation in per capita wealth.14  Coal was a major
commodity in Louisiana, and like cotton and many other products dependent on the Mississippi
River, it took a drastic hit during the war.15 
Union forces occupied New
Orleans on April 29, 1861, following
the capture of Forts Jackson and St.
Philip on the Mississippi River.  The
Turners were living in Baton Rouge by
March 1861.16 Little Helen Turner
would have been almost two and a half
years old at the time (Fig. 3).   During
that first year, in Baton Rouge, Mrs.
Turner gave birth to the eighth child, a
daughter named Laurette Pintard
Turner, whom they called “Lettie.”  
17Andrew B. Booth, Records of Louisiana Confederate Soldiers and Louisiana Confederate Commands,
(Compiled by Andrew B. Booth, Commissioner of Louisiana Military Records, New Orleans, 1920), 820. Private
Charles K. Turner is recorded on roll for May and June of 1862, as “absent, sick in hospital.” 
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Life in Baton Rouge was hardly easier than New Orleans, for in May 1862, the gunboat,
the Iroquois, the vanguard of David G. Farragut’s Federal fleet, took possession of the city
without resistance.  The Turners were still living in Baton Rouge in August 1862, when
Confederate forces tried unsuccessfully to recapture control of the city in the Battle of Baton
Rouge. Also during 1862, the Turner’s oldest son Charles, a seventeen-year-old Confederate
soldier, whom they affectionately called “Charley,” died after being sent to a military hospital.17
In October 1862, several months after the Battle of Baton Rouge, the family moved to
Alexandria in search of better living conditions and because Mrs. Turner’s oldest brother, Dr.
John Pintard Davidson, was living there. Many old families in New Orleans left their homes to
live within the confines of the Confederacy.  Alas, Alexandria also fell to Union forces and
became an occupied city in April 1863.  
A letter written in Alexandria, on April 10, 1864, from Mrs. Turner to her old friend,
Mrs. Neville in New Orleans, provides insights about the Turners’ family life during the war.
My dear Friend, for such I know you still are to me—indeed how much dearer and nearer
than you ever were since I have had the hand of God laid upon me, for I have thought more
often of you and all your afflictions, how few mine have been when compared to yours; and
when I remember how cheerfully you bore yours I feel that I must not grieve too much for
my darling boy; but oh Mrs. Neville, I never knew what sorrow was until I was told he was
not to come back to me.  I had heard but a few days before that he was well, dear, dear
Charley—you know what a pet he was with us all, and what a good boy he was, everyone
loved him, so fit to live, so fit to die.  When I think of how many have fallen and been buried
without even a coffin, and then reflect that my dear boy received every careful attention, and
was buried from the church, in fact he even had a mother to sit and hold his dear hands, I feel
that it is wicked in me to shed a tear.  God knows what is best for us all.  He knows I would
not call him back if I could.  I have heard, my good kind friend, that you were good to him,
and filled his haversack with little dainties for his journey! It was just like you. May God
bless you for your kindness of heart.  May He grant me the privilege of returning it someday. 
18April 10, 1864, letter to Mrs. Neville, Helen Maria Davidson Turner, Miscellaneous-Manuscripts, N-
YHS.
19Ibid. 
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Do I flatter myself too much to suppose that you are glad to know of our whereabouts?  I
think we came here a year ago last October.  We felt so broken up in Baton Rouge after the
battle, heard that provisions were cheaper here.  I felt, too, so much like being near Brother. 
We have been very comfortably fixed here, but have found it pretty hard to work both ends,
everything has been so enormously high, and provisions being scarce, myself and the
children find ourselves very poorly off for clothes. I have a faint hope of getting a few things
out of New Orleans.  It is very difficult to get a permit.  The stores are all closed here,
nothing being sold.  If the Federals succeed in getting possession of Shreveport, making a
stand here, they may then open the stores and sell us the necessities of life.  It is still very
doubtful as to their getting up any higher than Natchez.  Oh my friend, you can form no idea
of the horror of this war: when we meet I will tell you of all that I have gone through. Until
then, let this detestable war never be the subject of our correspondence.  Let me come into
your bed-room as I used to of old and talk over our sorrows and joys.18
This letter also provides an idea of the difficulties imposed by inflation. Mrs. Turner asks
Mrs. Neville if she can help her obtain enough bombazine to make a dress and mantle, telling her
that in Alexandria alpaca is selling at the outrageous price of twenty-five to thirty dollars per
yard and common calico at twelve dollars per yard. She offers to send “greenbacks” if Mrs.
Neville’s husband can get the fabric out of New Orleans.  She ends the letter wistfully saying “I
still cherish the hope of someday having a home in New Orleans.  No other place will ever be
like home to me.”19
Mrs. Turner was incorrect in her prediction that the Federals would not get farther than
Natchez, although Union forces failed in getting possession of Shreveport (which had become
the capital of Confederate Louisiana following its move from Baton Rouge to Opelousas).  Some
of the final skirmishes of the Civil War took place in Alexandria while the Turners were there. 
Helen Turner later told of being in Alexandria during the Civil War. “My father owned boats
which carried coal from New Orleans to Alexandria.  The Yankees took his boats.  Our home in
20“Her Art’s Still Young and Gay,” Courier Journal (Louisville, KY), 6 March 1949, n.p. 
21Louis Hoyer Rabbage, Helen M Turner, N.A.: A Retrospective Exhibition (New York: Cragsmoor Free
Library, 1983), 4, (hereafter referred to as Cragsmoor Retrospective catalogue).
22Mortimer Turner is included in the New Orleans City Directory of 1866, on microfilm at The Historic
New Orleans Collection.  In order to be listed in the 1866 directory, he would have had to been a resident in the
previous year because the directories came out at the beginning of each year. 
23In her 1892 book, Balcony Stories, Grace King uses this term to refer to the displaced wealthy after the
Civil War.
24Mortimer Turner is listed in the New Orleans City Directory in 1871, but not 1872, indicating that he died
sometime in 1871.
25HMT Papers, N-YHS.  Turner continued an affiliation with the Episcopal Church throughout her lifetime
and attended Episcopal conferences. In 1958, her funeral was held at Trinity Church in New Orleans followed by
services at Metairie Cemetery.
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Alexandria was burned by them and I remember someone picking me up and carrying me onto a
boat.  We went to New Orleans.”20
The war dragged on and was officially over in Louisiana with the surrender of General E.
Kirby Smith on May 26, 1865.  The end of war did not mean the end of hardship for the Turners. 
Mrs. Turner died in 1865 after a long illness,21 leaving seven children ranging in age from
toddler to young adult.  That same year, the family moved back to New Orleans22 only to become
part of the great population of the nouveaux pauvres.23  Mortimer Turner continued working in
the coal business until his death in 1871,24 leaving the care of his youngest children to the older
children and to his wife’s brother, Dr. Davidson, who had also returned to New Orleans. 
In New Orleans, Helen Turner grew up in the Garden District and went to public school,
which she later described as “meager,” and attended Trinity Church with her siblings.  In an
1872 letter, Rector Samuel S. Harris thanks the Turner children for the gift of a lithograph titled
Blessed Are They That Mourn, adding that he “treasures it for its own sake plus one hundred fold
because it was a gift from children in my charge.”25 
26Mrs. James J. McLoughlin, “Eminent Men and Women of New Orleans,” New Orleans Life, June 1926,
22.
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Despite the troubled times, and lack of money, she was comfortably ensconced within the
affectionate embrace of the Davidson-Turner family.  Turner later talked about living in extreme
poverty in her childhood, but having raised herself out of those troubled circumstances, she
never saw fit to dwell upon them. New Orleans remained under occupation by Union troops until
1877, and thus she witnessed the struggle for equality in a period of great racial tension,
including an uprising of the White League that resulted in numerous deaths.
 During the summers, Turner still enjoyed visiting her mother’s family in Kentucky.
After the Civil War it was not unusual for extended families to live together.  Her uncle Dr.
Davidson, a noted physician and surgeon, became the patriarch of the Davidson-Turner clan.  He
was the oldest grandson and namesake of John Pintard, who is credited as the primary founder of
the New-York Historical Society in 1804.  Pintard had a great interest in art and was also a
founder of the American Academy of Fine Arts in 1816.  His portrait was painted by John
Trumbull in 1817 for the New-York Historical Society.  He doted on his oldest grandchild and
sent letters to him from New York as he was growing up in New Orleans.
John Pintard Davidson was torn between becoming a doctor like his father or pursuing an
artistic career.  What he became was a doctor who loved to draw.  Helen Turner later said that
her earliest memories of her uncle were associated with art and that he would illustrate letters to
amuse the children in the family.26   She recalled that he sketched pictures on prescription blanks
and kept a small pocket sketchbook to sketch his patients at beside.  He once made a sketch of
27Meigs O. Frost, “Modern Art? Bah!” Times-Picayune (New Orleans), 12 December 1948, n.p., HMT
Papers, N-YHS.
28The records that accompany this work suggest that Mr. and Mrs. John Pintard are depicted, but that more
likely, the sitters are HMT’s grandparents, Eliza and Richard Davidson, considering that the Pintards would be
considerably older than the figures depicted c. 1820.
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her while treating her for an illness, and it was at that point, when she was twenty-two, that she
became serious about art.27
The earliest known example of her work dates to 1879, about the time of that episode. It
is a pencil and watercolor drawing of a Miss Augusta Brown (Fig. A. 1), who was most likely a
friend of Turner’s. Although it was not a miniature portrait, the impetus for the style and subject
matter of this drawing was quite likely the miniature portraits of Turner’s ancestors that had
survived the ravages of the Civil War.   Besides her uncle’s sketches, these family heirlooms
were probably her first introduction to art. Turner frames the portrait by painting a light-blue
oval background around Augusta Brown.  Turner is preoccupied with the sitter’s accouterments:
dangling earrings and a black conceit ribbon with an ornament; the lacework around the area of
the neck, created with dabs of white paint; and a pink flower.  This work reveals Turner skill as a
draftsman prior to receiving formal art instruction.
Turner eventually inherited her family’s collection of miniature portraits and later
donated them to the New-York Historical Society.  Among these are portraits of her
grandparents, Eliza and Richard Davidson, c. 192028 (Fig. A. 2). Later, as she was becoming a
serious professional artist, a revival of miniature paintings would take place in American art, and
miniatures would account for some of her best works. 
29“New Orleans has one of four women artists in National Academy,” New Orleans newspaper clipping, c.
1930, n.p., in scrapbook, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
30 There is no documentation that she attended the Exposition.
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Turner remarked about her childhood, “ I realized that I loved art, but that educational
training was out of the question.  Poverty was all about me.”29 However, as she was realizing she
wanted to be an artist, New Orleans was making cultural advances. Many talented portrait
painters began coming to the city in the eighteenth century.  This trend continued into the
nineteenth century, especially in the thirty years prior to the Civil War.  As wealth increased
rapidly in the city, the number of artists rose steadily. In the years following the war, demand for
portraiture declined greatly because of the troubled economy and the advent of photography. 
This shift resulted in a regional landscape movement in Louisiana, as artists like Richard Clague,
Joseph Meeker, and William H. Buck found endless inspiration in the bayous, swamps, and
marshland vistas of Louisiana’s tropical wilderness.  
By the 1880s a number of European-trained artists living in the city took it upon
themselves to make New Orleans a place where art was an important facet of culture.  They
created a professional organization called the Southern Art Union in 1880 to cultivate art in the
city through lessons and exhibitions. 
In 1884, an event undoubtedly gave fresh momentum to these artists’ efforts: the World’s
Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition.  Held during several overlapping months from late
1884 to early 1885, it included an art exhibition that must have also played an immense role in
Turner’s artistic identity.30  The exposition was such a spectacle and major event in New Orleans
that Helen Turner and her uncle would hardly have missed it.   She was twenty-six at the time of
31Estill Curtis Pennington, Down River: Currents of Style in Louisiana Painting, 1800-1950 (Gretna:
Pelican Publishing, 1991), 138.
32Ibid., 137.
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the fair and residing at her uncle’s home on Sixth Street in the Garden District; it would have
been a pleasant walk or a quick jump on the streetcar to the site of the exposition.  
In his book Down River: Currents of  Style in Louisiana Painting, 1800-1950, southern
art expert Estill Curtis Pennington describes the art community in New Orleans at the time of the
exposition as being just as diverse as the population, with artists from old Creole families, like
Paul Poincy working with newly arrived painters like Andres Molinary.  He notes the
significance of “the arrival of the Woodward brothers in 1884,” which “ensured a fresh current
of style in the form of the fledgling arts and crafts movement, tinged with French
Impressionism.”31
At the exposition, visitors must have been amazed to view room after room of paintings
by world-class artists.  The art exhibition hall was immense, measuring 250 feet long by 100 feet
wide and providing 25,000 square feet of exhibition space.32  The exhibition included 882 works,
the great majority by American artists, many of whom had trained, or were currently living, in
Paris or Munich.  Works by European artists such as Jules Garnier and Benjamin Constant of
Paris, and Ferdinand Wagner of Munich, were displayed alongside those of America’s finest
artists such as George Inness, Jasper Cropsey, Thomas Eakins, Thomas Moran, and Albert
Bierstadt.   
Works by many future luminaries of American impressionism were included in the
exhibition, including Julian Alden Weir and William Merritt Chase, who later became members
33Catalogue of the Art Collection of the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (Chicago:
R.R. Donnelly and Sons, Lakeside Press, 1885), at The Historic New Orleans Collection (hereafter referred to as
THNOC).
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of  “The Ten.” Also in the exhibition was a painting by Theodore Robinson, who began spending
summers at Giverny with Monet in 1888.   
Also exhibited were works by a handful of artists from the American South, including
Gaines Ruger Donaho of Mississippi, who had been in Paris the previous five years, and Louis
Remy Mignot.  Four New Orleans artists were included—the well-known William H. Buck and
Andres Molinary and two women artists, “Mrs. Spofford” and “Miss C. A. Slocumb.”33   There
were a great number of works by women artists, many of whom trained in Paris. As in the case
of Mrs. Spofford and Miss Slocumb, most of the works by women artists were still-life paintings
of flowers and fruit, considered on the low end of the scale of significant subject matter.  It is not
difficult to deduce that these were subjects that women were trained to produce and that society
viewed as acceptable for women to create.
Pennington writes that there were certainly many examples of the academic art of the late
nineteenth century on view, notably peasant studies and Barbizon landscapes, and that the
exhibition would have afforded both the local artists and art-viewing public their first encounter
with major national and international art movements.  Viewers at the exhibition would not have
seen impressionist paintings.  They would, however, have seen works with elements of
impressionism, the most recognizable element being a loosened brushstroke.  Pennington writes
that “this introduction of elements of French impressionism to the local scene would have
34Pennington, 137.
35John Rewald. The History of Impressionism (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1975), 8.
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profound implications for the generations of artists who emerged during the 1890s.”34  Helen
Turner was among that generation.
By 1884, impressionism had officially been around for a decade in France, ever since the
landmark exhibition in 1874 when the group of young painters that included Monet, Renoir,
Sisley, Degas, Cézanne, and Morisot organized their own exhibition outside the official Paris
Salon. Unofficially, these artists had been working toward this breakthrough for more than a
decade prior to 1874 as they ventured outdoors and became intrigued with depicting the
properties of light.  The impressionists were not newcomers to art; many of them had studied at
the École des Beaux-Arts but refused to continue blindly in the methods of the masters of the
French academy. Art historian John Rewald writes: 
Although their canvases shocked their contemporaries as being brazen, they represented in
fact the true continuation of the endeavors and theories of their predecessors.  Thus, the
new phase in the history of art inaugurated by the impressionist exhibition of 1874 was not
a sudden outbreak of iconoclastic tendencies; it was the culmination of a slow and
consistent evolution.” 35
The eighth and final exhibition of the impressionists took place in Paris in 1886.  This
was an important year in the United States as well: the impressionist movement reached New
York when gallery owner Paul Durand-Ruel held an exhibition of nearly three hundred
impressionist paintings at the American Art Association followed by an encore at the
conservative National Academy of Design.  Just as Helen Turner was entering the New Orleans
art world, impressionism had made a pronounced debut and was working its way into the
consciousness of American painters. 
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In 1885 the Artists’ Association in New Orleans was founded as a reconfiguration of the
Southern Art Union that had begun in 1880. It organized an art school, and the classes held there
were Turner’s first formal introduction to art instruction.  In 1886 she was selected, based on
merit, as one of ten pupils to receive free training at the art school.  Her participation as a pupil
and later as a member of the Artists’ Association gave her a firm foundation in drawing and
painting.  She learned from accomplished teachers who were so devoted to art and its
appreciation in New Orleans that they offered their services to the school free of charge.  
The instructors at the school were Andres Molinary (1847-1915), who taught oil
painting; Bror Anders Wikström (1854-1909), who taught watercolor and sketching from nature;
Paul Poincy (1833-1909), who instructed the antique class and lectured on perspective; George
D. Coulon (1822-1904) and Charles Wellington Boyle (1860-1920), who instructed the classes
on basics; and Achille Perelli (1829-1891), who lectured on perspective. Molinary, Wikström
and Poincy provided the core instruction and were the major forces behind the success of the art
school.  Several years after the organization of the school, Turner’s peers, students-turned-
teachers Julia Massie and Edith Sansum, led the introductory courses—a positive commentary
on women’s acceptance as teachers.  The majority of the artist members in the Artists’
Association were male and the majority of the art school pupils were female. 
While Turner did not have the opportunity to study abroad like many young women of
her generation, the majority of her teachers were European or had received training in Europe. 
Molinary, born in Gibraltar, studied at the Fine Art Academy in Seville and the Accademia di
San Luca in Rome. Poincy, a native of New Orleans, studied at the École des Beaux-Arts
Academy in Paris with Gleyre (who also instructed Monet, Renoir, and Whistler) and Cogniet.
36Judith Bonner, Senior Curator, THNOC, interview with author, 5 February 2003.
37Daily Picayune (New Orleans), 7 November 1886, 16. Turner’s name is listed among the pupils.  
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Wikström, born in Sweden, studied at Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Sweden and in Paris
before coming to New Orleans in 1883. Perelli, born in Milan, was a pupil of Antonio Galli at
the Accademia Belle Arti in Milan.  Coulon was born in France but received his training in New
Orleans from French-trained artists, including Jacques Amans and François Fleischbein. 
Turner credited Molinary and Wikström as the teachers who influenced her most during
her early training.  Judith Bonner, senior curator of the Historic New Orleans Collection, affirms
that “these two artists were dedicated to promoting art in New Orleans.  They were among the
core group of founders of the Artists’ Association of New Orleans to instruct prospective artists
and to provide the kind of supporting activities that allow artists to flourish in any city.”36
Turner took full advantage of the abundant available opportunities. She received the very
thing that artists were flocking to Europe to obtain, a firm foundation in the basics.  She
participated in the first annual exhibition of the Artists’ Association in November 1886 at the
organization’s headquarters in the spacious rooms above the State National Bank on Camp
Street. A reviewer noted that this exhibition was well attended and that the public applauded the
dozens of paintings, including Perelli’s birds; landscapes by Coulon, Molinary and Wikström;
and William Aiken Walker’s African-American studies. The reviewer also described a special
room dedicated to the work of the twenty-five pupils of the art school, observing that “although
some of these have only recently begun their art studies, they make a creditable exhibition. 
There are a number of excellent drawings from casts and plaques and copies of landscapes.”37
38Daily Picayune, 7 May 1887, n.p., HMT artist file, THNOC.
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From the beginning of her experience at the Artists’ Association, Turner was given the
opportunity to exhibit her work to the public. In the spring of 1887, the Artists’ Association
began to hold separate exhibitions of the work of the artist members and the pupils.  Thereafter, 
the pupils’exhibitions were held in May and the artist members’ exhibitions in December.  The
pupils’ second annual exhibition, therefore, came just about six months after the first one, giving
the fortunate students even more exposure.
During the 1887 school year, Turner was in the antique class taught by Poincy.  In the
tradition of great art academies, the New Orleans students learned to draw by copying from
plaster casts of famous figures, including the Venus de Milo. The antique classroom was not
without a humorous local touch, with the bronze bust of New Orleans attorney Christian
Rosellius, which Achille Perelli had presented to the association, holding its own among the
lineup of antique luminaries.  
In 1887, live models were introduced to the students in Molinary’s painting class. 
Previously the class had worked from still-life arrangements and “death’s heads,” or death
masks, which were made after death and were an aid in creating posthumous portraits.  In a
society where yellow fever epidemics and other diseases made death a pervasive reality, this was
not such a foreign concept as it is today.  Still, the introduction of live models must have been a
breath of fresh air for the students.  Among the models in 1887 was “an Italian woman and two
picturesque daughters, a bright looking newsboy, an old woman with a wrinkled face full of
character, [and] a golden haired beauty.38  
39Daily Picayune, 13 December 1890, n.p., ibid.
40“New Orleans has one of four women artists in National Academy,” HMT Papers, N-YHS.
41Ibid. 
42Daily Picayune , 13 December 1890, n.p., HMT artist file, THNOC.
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Live models did not pose nude at the school,39 but during that same year the review of the
fifth annual exhibition mentions that Ellsworth Woodward had several outstanding works,
including a nude figure study.  New Orleans was not quite at the same level of advanced thinking
on the subject of drawing from live models as the art schools of the Northeast, where male and
female students in (separate) life classes drew both male and female nude models.  Even so, New
Orleans was not so provincial as to forbid displaying nudes in the exhibitions.
Copying portraits was also part of the training at the Artists’ Association, and Turner
later reminisced, “I copied portraits in an atrocious fashion.”40  She managed to hone her skill in
drawing enough to make some money from it and began selling the portraits for twenty-five
dollars each, a considerable amount of money in those times. “These portraits,” Turner noted,
“were life-sized and terrible, but they were thought to be very remarkable at the time.  I believe
that Miss Grace King or Miss Nan King have one today that I did of them.”41
In 1887, Molinary’s painting class began the Black and White Club, a group that went
out together on sketching trips. Before leaving on an excursion, Molinary would supply the
students with a subject from literature, music, or poetry to be illustrated in pictures made on the
excursion. One example was an assignment to illustrate the poem Elegy Written in a Country
Church-Yard by English poet Thomas Gray (1716-71).  The sketching trips were followed by
critiques at the school, where Molinary had a reputation for frankness.42  His enthusiastic
students also got together on Wednesday evenings to practice their skills of rapid portrait
43Turner is not specifically listed as a member of the Black and White Club.  Because she was a student of
Molinary, it seems likely she would have participated. The school was not large, and its students were a closely knit
group.
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drawing by sitting for each other.  This would have provided another opportunity for Turner to
hone her portrait skills.43
To sketch outdoors in the manner of the Barbizon painters of France was an experience
that all the pupils enjoyed and that no doubt aided the development of Turner’s drawing skills
during her years at the school.  An early landscape drawing,  A Country Road, circa 1893 (Fig.
A. 3), recalls the work of New Orleans’s supreme draftsman Richard Clague, Jr., the “Father of
Louisiana Landscape Painting,” as illustrated by his painting Farm in St. Tammany Parish 
(Fig. A. 4). Clague’s work influenced many artists, including Poincy, with whom he shared a
studio. Turner utilizes a number of the components of a clearly delineated Clague country vista. 
A dirt road leads the eye to the solitary tree, a subject of lasting fascination for Clague, and the
horizon line cuts directly through the middle of the composition.  This work shows Turner’s
adeptness in landscape and in the medium of charcoal. Landscape painting was taken quite
seriously during these years, and the teachers at the art school involved their students in this
development. 
On October 1, 1890, the Artists’ Association moved from what a newspaper writer called
“an inaccessible sky parlor” atop the bank building to 203 Camp Street, a new and impressive
space in a three-story building recently vacated by the Woman’s Club. It was well suited for the
organization’s needs.  The whole first floor was an exhibition space with walls painted “a dull
shade of chocolate red” and plenty of windows providing light. The upstairs rooms were
44The Daily Picayune, 13 November 1890, n.p., HMT artist file, THNOC.
45Ibid.
46The Daily Picayune, 17 December, 1889, 3, ibid.
47The location of these works is unknown.
48The Daily Picayune, 22 May 1891, 7, ibid.
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dedicated to classroom space, including a room where the Black and White Club could display
its sketches and where the critiques took place.44
By 1890 the Artists’ Association consisted of twenty-seven artist members who
generously gave their time, money, and resources to the cause, in addition to the teachers who
gave their services for free. The association was growing and the exhibitions were well attended
by the public.  Because of the growing support from the community, the Association was able to
afford the lease on the new building.  In the previous year, prominent citizens contributed $1,500
to the organization to continue offering professional training for artists.45
In this thriving milieu, Turner made vast improvements in her work.  An 1889 exhibition
review in the Daily Picayune called her work “conscientious and successful.”46 The works she
contributed to the 1891 pupil exhibition demonstrate that she was working in a variety of media:
The Newsboy was in charcoal, Dogwood Blossoms in watercolor, and The Italian Boy in oil.47 A
newspaper article referred to her as one of the association’s “most advanced pupils.”48  
By 1892, Turner had become a member of the Artists’ Association.  She and her
contemporary Marie Seebold both contributed still-life paintings of chrysanthemums to the
exhibition that year. A review in the Daily Picayune describes the subject matter and the kind of
work created by the members of the Artists’ Association during this period:  
49The Daily Picayune, 13 December 1892, 3, ibid.
50Ibid.
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Artists are more or less Bohemians and cosmopolitans, and the varied experiences in
travels in foreign lands, snatches of thoughts picked up in old world cathedrals and dim
monasteries, or glimpses of the old plantation houses of the south, with their songs and
stories; loiterings by dreamy bayous and moon-lit lakes; shadows of moss-veiled oaks
overhanging mysterious swamps, and echoes of the picturesque homes and quaint court
yards of New Orleans, the foreign looking streets, the dark-eyed senoritas and the
perpetual charm of luxuriant foliage and tropical skies, blended with local characters and
colorings, had all grown to life and beauty beneath the artist’s touch. 49 
The article credits Clague and Buck for the popularity of Louisiana landscapes, “an
increasing fertile field of subject matter,” and announced that a number of the works, including
William Aiken Walker’s Way Down South in the Land of Cotton, will be presented at the
Louisiana art exhibition in the upcoming Chicago World’s Fair in 1893.50 
 Landscape painting was indeed an area of strong suit for the Artists’ Association and not
only did Turner receive excellent instruction in this realm, she had the opportunity to see an
abundance of work by a variety of landscape artists.  This local preoccupation with landscape in
New Orleans was extremely important to her development as an artist.  In her career, she focused
on portraits and landscape, and in her most successful works, she blended the two subjects. 
There was nothing groundbreaking or deeply original in the art created in New Orleans in
the 1880s—certainly nothing comparable to the achievements of American artists like Thomas
Eakins or Thomas Anshutz, who were creating remarkable works in a Realist vein, as
exemplified by Eakins’s 1875 The Gross Clinic (Fig. A. 5) or Anshutz’s Steelworkers -
Noontime of circa 1882 (Fig. A. 6). What was amazing was the dedication of the city’s small
core of artists who worked industriously in their mission to make New Orleans a place where art
was appreciated.
51 Rabbage (and  subsequently others) writes in  the Cragsmoor Retrospective catalogue that HMT taught at
St. Mary’s Institute, a  “Protestant Episcopal girls school in Dallas.” However,  St. M ary’s Institute was an all-male
school founded in 1882 in San Antonio that later changed its name to St. Mary’s University in 1927 and began
admitting women in 1963.  Source: The Handbook of Texas Online, a joint project of the General Libraries at the
University of Texas at Austin and the Texas State Historical Association, www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online.
Turner writes that she taught at St. Mary’s College from 1893-1895 in handwritten biographical information
submitted by Turner to James T. W hite & Co., NY for The National Cyclopedia of American Biography in 1937,
HM T Papers, N-YHS. 
52Amory Dwight M ayo, Southern Women in the Recent Educational M ovement in South  (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1892), 162, as printed in John Carl Ruoff, “Southern Womanhood, 1865-1920:
An Intellectual and Cultural Study,” Ph.D. diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1976.
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CHAPTER THREE
ST. MARY’S COLLEGE, DALLAS, TEXAS, 1893-95
The year 1893 was pivotal for Turner.  At age thirty-five, she accepted a position as an art
instructor at St. Mary’s College in Dallas, Texas.51  From Dallas, she continued to exhibit with
the Artists’ Association in New Orleans.  
In the post-war society, many women from all levels of society found the need to support
themselves, and teaching was “the most attractive and reliable of the dozen uncertain methods of
keeping the wolf from the door.”52  The usual chain of circumstances for young women still
involved marriage and motherhood, but times were changing dramatically. The large numbers of
men killed in the war left single women with few eligible bachelors to choose, and women began
to make the conscious decision not to marry.  
Teaching was the profession that employed the largest number of upper-class women
following the Civil War. Writing and painting were also considered respectable careers for
women of Turner’s social standing.  Whereas women teachers were numerous, there were few
financially successful women artists and writers in Louisiana.  In Turner’s generation exceptions
include the writers Grace King and Kate Chopin and the lesser-known Eliza Jane Poitevent, who
53Anne Firor Scott, The Southern Lady: From Pedestal to Politics, 1830-1930 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1970),  121.
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was born in 1849 and was sixteen years old when the war ended.  Her poetry attracted the
attention of the editor of the New Orleans Picayune, who not only published her poems, but
married her.  Poitevent became involved in the management of the newspaper and took over the
editorial management after her husband’s death.  She welcomed women to her staff and gave
coverage to the work of New Orleans women.53
Of Turner’s generation and the women artists involved with the Artists’ Association, it is
typically Turner and her contemporary Marie Seebold (1866-1940) who are acknowledged. 
Seebold went on to study art in New York with William Merritt Chase and returned to New
Orleans.  She married Andres Molinary shortly before his death in 1915.  There were a number of
other notable women artists involved with the Artists’ Association, including Virginia “Blanche”
Blanchard (1866-1959), who studied at the Corcoran School of Art and painted a portrait of
President Grover Cleveland for the White House.  Some of the other notable artists of Turner’s
generation at the Artists’ Association include Lulu Saxon, Julia Massie, and Edith Sansum. 
New Orleans was entrenched in the tradition of “the Old South.” There were social codes
of civility and respectability, and it was standard thinking that the true role for a woman was as a
wife and mother.  Although this was standard thinking in the rest of the country as well,  New
Orleans was slightly ahead of its time in the South in its degree of acceptance of women
choosing to work in the years after the war.    
In Anne Firor Scott’s book The Southern Lady: From Pedestal to Politics, 1830-1930,
she describes the development of an organization in New Orleans created to help women:
54Scott, 122-23.
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In 1881, a Woman’s Social and Industrial Association was incorporated at New Orleans for
the purpose of encouraging and helping working women.  Four years later the New Orleans
Woman’s Club was organized, with half its membership made up of self-supporting
women and its major purpose to help such women market their wares and their skills, as
well as acquire new skills.  In addition to the self-help training programs, the Woman’s
Club ran an employment bureau which in 1887-88 placed women as teachers, librarians,
stenographers, typists, bookkeepers, governesses, music teachers, canvassers, agents,
collectors, nurses, housekeepers, dressmakers, cashiers, and saleswomen.54
Scott recognizes the phenomenon of work becoming a viable choice for women. In
addition to exposing New Orleans to new technology and art, the World’s Industrial and Cotton
Centennial Exposition in 1884-85 also generated inspiration for working women.  Scott mentions
that expositions and world’s fairs focused attention on women and that women often organized
clubs and study groups immediately afterward.  She mentions this was the case in 1884 in New
Orleans and later in Chicago in 1893.  With speakers like Julia Ward Howe and Susan B.
Anthony, the exposition rallied an interest in the New Orleans community in women’s issues.55 
It is not known how Turner acquired the teaching position at St. Mary’s College in
Dallas.  It is possible that she had been counseled by the Woman’s Club (as noted earlier, the
Woman’s Club was the previous tenant of the building on Camp Street that became the home of
the Artists’ Association).  Another possibility is that one of her teachers at the Artists’
Association heard of the position. It is also possible that the St. Mary’s administration asked the
Woodward brothers, who headed the art faculty at Tulane University and Newcomb College, and
whom Turner knew from the Artists’ Association, to refer a teacher.  
56“St. Mary’s College” entry in the Handbook of Texas Online, a joint project of the General Libraries at
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By the fall of 1893, Turner had left New Orleans to teach art in Dallas.  St. Mary’s
College was relatively new, having been founded in 1889.  It provided B.A. and B.S. degrees
and, under certain circumstances, the M.A. Many of the instructors were born and educated in
Europe. The college had a good reputation; however, financial troubles forced it to close in
1930.56
Turner stayed at St. Mary’s College only two years and later wrote that she realized “what
a farce it was for one without education to be teaching others.”57  It is possible that one of her
students at St. Mary’s College was Margaret Bell Houston (1877-1966), poet, novelist and
daughter of Sam Houston, Jr.  Houston is listed as a famous alumna of the school and would
have been the appropriate age while Turner was teaching there.  A copy of Houston’s poem My
Neighbor’s Tree is among Turner’s papers at the New-York Historical Society. 
At St. Mary’s College, Turner began delving through art journals and dreaming of
studying art in New York.  “I read about the great artists in New York . . .  I read about William
Chase−He was a very great artist.  Of course, I didn’t have any money to go to New York and
study art.”58 
At the end of her second year, she returned to New Orleans, where she continued to
exhibit at the Artists' Association and began saving money.  She must have considered her
teaching at St. Mary’s in a different class than other types of work, because she completely
downplayed her own foray into the working world, saying, “Ladies in those days didn’t go out
59Ibid.
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into the world to work, so there only remained for me the tasks of making paper flowers, doing
charcoal sketches, and painting palmetto fans to make money to go to art school.”59  The paper
flowers were most likely decorations for the New Orleans Carnival season, and palmetto fans
were a ladies’ decorative accessory. Turner later recounted that her former teacher, Bror
Wikström, provided her with sufficient encouragement to follow her dreams, and when she had
raised enough money to get started, she was bound for New York. 
60"Her Art's Still Young and Gay," Courier-Journal (Louisville, KY), 6 March 1949, n.p.
61Another group, the Society of American Artists, also seceded from the National Academy of Design in
1877.  This group eventually returned and merged with the National Academy of Design in 1906.
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CHAPTER FOUR
TRAINING IN NEW YORK
 
I.  THE ARTS STUDENTS LEAGUE, 1895-99
By the fall of 1895, Turner had saved enough money to move to New York. Remaining
there must have been an abiding concern, which she addressed with considerable spirit.
I had rented an apartment on what might be called speculation.  I told you that I had no
money and I was determined to get art training.  I thought I would rent out two rooms to
other people and make enough money to get along.  One day a lady came to see about renting
a room for her son.  She was Mrs. Henry Watterson of Louisville. . . . When Mrs. Watterson
learned about my aunts in Kentucky and about my visits there she was so delighted that she
rented the room. . . . And Harvey stayed in the apartment for. . . . perhaps two years."60 
Turner's younger sister Lettie accompanied her to New York.  It is not known whether Lettie had
any source of income, but she managed the household affairs, leaving her sister free to go to art
school, work on her skills, and submit work for annual exhibitions.
Upon her arrival in the city, Turner quickly enrolled at the Art Students League, the
progressive art school founded twenty years earlier by a group of students who had left the
confines of the National Academy of Design in 1875.61  The National Academy, itself had been
founded in a spirit of rebellion in 1825 as an alternative to the rigid American Academy of the
Fine Arts. 
In just two decades, the Art Students League quickly developed a reputation as one of the
country's best art schools.  In 1891, Harper's Monthly magazine stated that “there is no better
institution in this country than the Art Students League of New York,” and that, unlike the
62  John C. VanDyke, “The Art Students League of New York,” Harper’s Monthly 83 (October 1981): 689. 
63Marcia Hyland Green, "Women Art Students in America: An Historical Study of Academic Art
Instruction in the Nineteenth Century" (Washington, DC: American University, 1990), Ph.D diss., 168.
64Ibid., 170.
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National Academy of Design, “it has no century-old precedents to live up to; its history is slight,
and its prestige [is] not the outcrop of a reverence for age, but an appreciation of work done.”62 
In short, the League was changing with the times and would soon welcome the late nineteenth-
century developments of impressionism and post-impressionism.
It was in this progressive atmosphere that Helen Turner began her association with the
League.  It was relatively easy for her to begin her studies. Admission to study at the Art
Students League was open, unlike the National Academy of Design. To take each class, a student
was required to submit a drawing: for the life classes, a full-length drawing of a figure from a
cast or life; for the portrait class, a drawing of the head; and for the composition class, an
original design.  It was also relatively easy to become a member of the Art Students League: a
student was eligible after being enrolled in life classes for three months and being proposed by
three members.  The monthly tuition in 1899 was just eight dollars,63 which was quite
reasonable, considering the school employed some of the country's most distinguished artists.
Women played a large part in the overall picture at the League from its inception. Of the
fifty-one founding members of the League, twenty were women.64   From the beginning in 1875,
women were on the student board, which affected decision making at the League.  In 1886, the
board president proudly reported: “Men and women stand in the school on terms of perfect
equality in instruction and membership, and this seems to stimulate all.  Much of the best work is
done by women, and the school offers the greatest advantages to women who seriously desire to
65Ibid., 194.
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study art.”65   Although women represented more than half of the League’s students, there were
no female instructors until 1898.  The institution was not yet on the “terms of perfect equality”
that it professed.
William Merritt Chase, Julian Alden Weir, Walter Shirlaw, and Kenyon Cox were among
the school's instructors.  The majority of the instructors had received training at the great
European art academies and imparted high standards.  The excellent faculty, combined with
enthusiastic, committed students, enabled the League to become a vital institution that played a
valuable role in late-nineteenth-century American art.
Chase may have been what first attracted Turner to the school. He  received his training
at the National Academy of Design and the Royal Academy in Munich and had a reputation as
one of the country's leading teachers.  He was a part of the formula for the school's success from
1878 until his departure in 1894, just prior to Turner's arrival.  He went on to found and teach at
the New York School of Art and organized a summer art school at Shinnecock Hills on Long
Island.  In the coming years, Turner would participate in Chase's student trips in Europe.
Turner's first instructor at the League was James Carroll Beckwith, who instructed the
school's Antique class.  Like Chase, Beckwith had been on the faculty since 1878.  He had
extensive training in France, where he studied with Emile Carolus-Duran at the École des
Beaux-Arts.  In the hierarchy of League training, students would begin with the Antique class,
drawing
66Ibid., 193.
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Fig. 4. Women’s life class at Art Students League, 1905, 
©Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.
from plaster casts, before
advancing to life classes,
where they would draw
live models (Fig. 4).  The
school had excellent
facilities: a record from
1886 lists a library full of
books and European art
journals, 101 plaster casts
and a large supply of
drawings, photographs,
lithographs, and copies of
old master paintings.66  Presumably, ten years later, when Turner arrived, the supply of plasters
and materials was even more extensive.
During each semester that Turner was at the League, she enrolled in sketch classes. These
classes were  mostly "uninstructed," as the students worked on their own and took turns posing.
An advanced student or new teacher would make arrangements for setting the model's pose and
arranging chairs, and the lighting.  The students then proceeded to work rapidly rather than
slowly and in meticulous detail, thereby strengthening their observation and drawing skills. 
In the spring of 1896, Turner began her first of three life classes taught by Kenyon Cox. 
Before going to teach at the League in 1884, Cox had studied in Paris with Carolus-Duran in
67Ibid., 195.
68Milton Brown et al., "American Art to 1900," American Art: Painting, Sculpture, Architecture,
Decorative Arts, Photography (New York: Harry N. Abrams 1985), 268.
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1877 and with Jean-Léon Gérôme from 1878 to 1882. Cox became a  fixture at the League and
taught there for twenty-five years.  In the late nineteenth century and early years of the twentieth
century, during the period known as the American Renaissance, Cox created murals for a
number of public buildings.  He is considered by many the quintessential American academic
artist, although in modern contexts he is often remembered for his role as an art critic and a voice
of conservatism for speaking out against the Armory Show. He had exceptional drawing skills,
and a fondness for nudes as subject matter. Turner developed a great respect for him.
The human form was the central focus of study at the League.  By 1895, between eleven
and thirteen sessions of life class were available to the students.67  Men and women studied from
male and female models in separate classes.  Although the school was progressive by late
nineteenth-century standards, the societal rigidity of the Victorian era prevented mixed classes
from becoming a reality.  Mixed classes and total nudity of male models were extremely
controversial while Turner was a student. In 1890, newspapers reported the presence of nude
models in instructor Augustus St. Gaudens's mixed sculpture class. When the school's board of
supervisors would not allow him to finish the two remaining weeks of his class, he resigned. 
Thomas Eakins conducted a series of guest lectures on anatomy in 1889-90 at the League. 
Eakins had been fired from his teaching post at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in
1886 for his use of a male model in a mixed class.68  He wrote a letter to the president of the
League’s board of supervisors indicating his aggravation in response to complaints about the
impropriety of using totally nude male models in his class: 
69Ibid., 180.
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Not more than one out of fifty art students will ever amount to anything.  Good teaching is
for that one only and his progress must not be hindered.  Anatomy is a serious subject and I
propose to teach it in a serious way for the benefit of serious students as I engaged to do
before commencing. The next lecture is on the muscles of the thigh and pelvis and as soon as
I finish the thigh the model may resume his breeches. Kindly consult the jock-strap people
with my conviction that missing a few lectures will have no effect upon their careers.69
As the new century approached, times were changing and the League was responding to
these changes in an effort to help the students become successful.  Practical classes in drawing
the head, portrait painting, and costume painting were offered to help the students prepare for
careers as portraitists and to obtain commissions to execute murals with historical subject matter.
The League responded to the nation's new industrial economy by teaching design and
illustration classes. Early feminist Candace Wheeler, a founder of the Decorative Arts Society
and partner in Louis Comfort Tiffany's interior design firm, observed in an 1897 article that
“There are hundreds of good designers to-day, where even ten years ago there was scarcely
one.”70  Turner, however, did not register for any of the League’s practical classes. She selected
the classes that approached art in its most classic sense.
During the fall of her second year, she was registered in two separate life classes, one
with Douglas Volk (1856-1935), known for his ability with portraits, and the other with H.
Siddons Mowbray (1858-1928), known for the classical and allegorical figures reflective of the
opulence of the Gilded Age. In the spring of 1897, she was once again in Kenyon Cox's life
class.
In 1897, she became a member of the Art Students League, and from October 1897 through May
1898 she enrolled in her third session of the life class of Cox.
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During her fourth and last year, in fall of 1898, she was in the painting class of Joseph De
Camp (1858-1923), an original member of The Ten. De Camp was raised in Cincinnati and was
a lifelong friend of Frank Duveneck, whom he studied under at the Munich Academy.  The
Munich influence, characterized by dramatic depths of dark with figures immersed in shadow,
can be seen in De Camp's work.  He was among a group of Bostonian impressionists that
included Robert Reid and Edmund Tarbell, known for their depictions of aristocratic ladies in
elegant surroundings. 
Walter Clark (1876-1906) was the instructor for a sketch class in which Turner was
enrolled in 1897-98.  Clark, who was very young and a new teacher, was probably there just to
pose the model and get the class started. He had entered the League as a pupil in 1894 at age
eighteen. An art editor at Scribners discovered one of his drawings in a student exhibition and
Clark began a career as an illustrator. He became part of the faculty in 1898 at age twenty-three,
but despite his popularity, he stayed only a year and returned to full-time illustration.  His career
was cut short in 1906 when he died of typhoid fever at age thirty.
In her last year at the League, Turner met an innovative artist, Arthur Wesley Dow, who
instructed her in a composition class.  Dow had trained at the Académie Julian in Paris and
became a champion of the Arts and Crafts movement. Before teaching at the League, he taught
composition at the Pratt Institute.  Later, he served as the head of the art department at Teachers
College at Columbia University from 1904 to1920. His book Composition: A Series of Exercises
for the Use of Students and Teachers inspired artists and art educators for many years.  A
number of Dow's pupils, including Turner, became art instructors. Dow was largely influenced
by Japanese art and non-naturalistic use of color, which had been recently explored by Gauguin
71According to the Archivist at the Cooper Union, the name of its free art school for women,"the School of
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and the Nabis.  His work sought a balance of beauty and utility.  Dow was among the last of the
many stimulating professionals who taught Turner at the League.
II.  THE COOPER UNION  SCHOOL OF DESIGN FOR WOMEN,
1898-1901 AND 1904-1905 
In 1898, while still taking classes at the Art Students League, Helen Turner took
advantage of additional opportunities to improve her skills and enrolled in the free classes of the
Cooper Union’s School of Design for Women.71  Founded in 1859, the Cooper Union for the
Advancement of Science and Art offered opportunities to average citizens through free classes. 
It is likely that Turner enrolled at the Cooper Union specifically to study portraiture with
Douglas Volk.  That year, Volk was teaching the Antique class at the Art Students League and
portrait painting at the Cooper Union. She had not been at the Cooper Union long when she won
her first award, in 1899, for portraiture in oil painting.72  
Among the course offerings at the Cooper Union in 1898 was instruction in painting
miniatures and it seems likely that she may have enrolled in this class as well.  In the Cragsmoor
Retrospective catalogue, Rabbage remarks that "it was puzzling that Turner never chose to
include her Cooper Union credits in any published biographical sketch or interview."73 The
likely reason for this was that she wished to keep the focus on serious, academic, fine art
training; and the Cooper Union had a reputation for being more vocational than academic.  Also,
74Green, 12. 
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it may have been an issue of social status, as Marcia Hyland Green writes in her dissertation on
nineteenth-century women art students:
In an analysis of students and their attitudes, it must be stressed that women attending the
four art schools [Art Students League, Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, National
Academy of Design, and Corcoran School of Art] represented the middle and upper socio-
economic classes of nineteenth-century America.  Visual arts training was available to
women of the lower stratum at schools such as the Cooper Union and the Philadelphia
School of Design for Women.74
Turner continued her studies at the Art Students League through 1899 and at the Cooper
Union through 1901. Besides Volk and Kenyon Cox (also at the Art Students League), the faculty
at the Cooper Union included excellent instructors such as John Twachtman and Willard Metcalf,
both members of The Ten. A few years later, Turner enrolled again, in 1904 and 1905.  Volk was
still a member of the faculty at this time.  Howard Chandler Christy was also among the
instructors.75
III.  TEACHER'S COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, 1899-1902
In 1899, Helen Turner completed her final year at the Art Students League, and in the fall
of that year, she received a scholarship to attend Teachers College of Columbia University, where
she remained until 1902.  Teachers College was founded in 1887. Although its goal was to train
students to become teachers in numerous areas, its program in art instruction was unique. Art
academies like the National Academy of Design, Art Students League, and Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts trained students to be professional painters and sculptors and had
begun to provide training in the applied arts, but they had no teaching programs.
76Ibid., 201-202.
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Despite the fact that women art students were numerous and did well in the academies,
there were few examples of women professional artists who were able to support themselves
solely by selling paintings and many found jobs working in the applied arts.
Many women gave up their art when they married.  At the Art Students League, two
students of Turner's generation gave up their careers when they married, and achieved renown
later, for other reasons. Maude Humphrey began an illustrating career and stopped when she
married Dr. Belmont Bogart. She would become known as the mother of famous actor Humphrey
Bogart.  Another student who did not pursue a professional life after marriage was Ellen Louise
Axson, who married Woodrow Wilson.76
Turner made a strategic move in accepting the scholarship to attend Teachers College. She
realized she needed to supplement her income by becoming an art teacher.  Fortunately, because
of her talent, she was hired to teach an art class while enrolled as a student.  Alfred Vance
Churchill, director of Teachers College art department, sung her praises in a letter of
recommendation in spring 1902.  He wrote that she was one of the “best equipped” students who
had entered the art course at the school and that she was prepared to teach drawing and painting
in oil and watercolor, design and composition, clay modeling, mechanical drawing, art
interpretation, and art history. She had also studied psychology, history of education, and methods
in art instruction.  He wrote: “Miss Turner’s work was considered so excellent that she was
engaged by Teachers College to fill the position of an instructor in the elementary college classes.
. . . This position she has occupied two years.”77
771907 American Art Annual (NY: American Federation of the Arts).
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CHAPTER FIVE
TEACHING 
I.  ART DEPARTMENT OF THE YWCA
It did not take long for Turner to find a teaching position in New York. Churchill's letter
probably helped her secure a job as an art teacher with the art school of the YWCA in 1902.  She
held this position for seventeen years, through 1919. The school taught fine arts, but its mission
was to "train designers to apply art to industry."77  In the “applied arts,” many jobs were available
in designing greeting and Christmas cards, wallpaper, textiles, and illustrations for books and
magazines. Numerous women, ready to enter the workforce in this capacity, needed training. 
Turner was highly qualified to do this, as an artist and as a teacher.
The director of the school was Sophia Antoinette Walker (1855- n.d.), who had trained in
Paris with Jules-Joseph Lefebvre and with Mowbray and Chase in New York.  In annual reports
of the YWCA of New York, it is listed that Walker taught design; wood carving and clay
modeling; and the history of art. Turner instructed classes on cast and life drawing, and costume
sketching. The philosophy of the school was throughly practical.  The teachers aimed to give
students a broad understanding of art.
. . .  . whether girls of fourteen or college graduates, [the students] are set at once to gain the
use of their hands and an idea of art as a whole—art, including architecture, sculpture,
painting, decoration—through lectures, tracings, cast drawing, T-square work, color study,
and original use and copy of ornament on paper, on blackboard, in clay, and in wood
carving—a round of study which gives great variety and interest.  This is in the first year.  In
781910 YWCA of New York Annual Report, YWCA archival materials, Sophia Smith Collection, Smith
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the following second and third years the pupils are brought by advancing steps through art,
embroidery, architectural drawing, illustrative composition, water-color painting, etc.78
Rabbage notes that Turner began the costume design class in 1903 in response to demand
by department stores, dressmakers, and manufacturers.  He quotes an article in which she
describes her class.  
There have been thirty girls in the class and they have been wildly enthusiastic.  You
wouldn’t know when some of them began [whether] they were drawing human beings or not. 
Next year we shall take them into costume designing.  Then they will be able to design for
fashion houses and magazines.79  
Turner’s interest in costumes, fans, fancy hats, and elegant fabrics is apparent in her
paintings. Rabbage makes the interesting observation that "much like an opera costume refitted
to the diva of the season," one of her costumes, a blue and white dress, appears in several
paintings: Summer (Tea Party) of 1912, Miss Withers of 1922, and The Young Mother, No. 1 of
1923.  He also writes that it is possible to assume that hundreds of young women who worked as
designers and illustrators in fashion, publishing, and advertising, received some training in
Turner’s YWCA classes.80
Turner’s teaching schedule was demanding; she taught day and evening courses, Monday
through Friday.  The school was administered professionally and high profile artists were invited
to participate in programs including selecting scholarship recipients and serving as jurors.  For
example, in 1909, Gutzon Borglum and Charles W. Hawthorne selected scholarship recipients. 
It is apparent that Sophia Walker, the director of the school was excessively inflexible in her
81In the HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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insistence that Turner strictly adhere to methods and theories of art instruction outlined by
Harvard University professor Denman Ross in his books on art theory.  In 1911, Turner’s friend
Charles Courtney Curran did a series of cartoons making fun of Walker’s irritating fussiness and
unreasonable demands on Turner.81
Over the course of Turner’s seventeen years at the school, it expanded and hired several
other teachers including Mary Bacon Jones who taught art embroidery, Ethel Williams who
taught interior decoration, and Ethel Traphagen who taught costume design.  Traphagen went on
to make a real contribution in costume and fashion design; she and her husband, artist William
Leigh, founded the Traphagen School of Design in New York in the 1920s.  Among its many
famous students are Geoffrey Beene and Mary McFadden.  In 1916, the location of the YWCA
Art School changed from 7 East 15th Street to 53rd and Lexington Avenue, which was the
central branch of the YWCA.  By 1918, 124 pupils were enrolled in the art classes.  
It is puzzling that there is no record of the YWCA Art School in the 1919 American Art
Annual.  Perhaps World War I had an adverse effect on the school, but most likely, the demand
for training had been met in the multitude of programs offered at the Art Students League, the
Pratt Institute, the Cooper Union, and the new schools such as the New York School of Applied
Design for Women.  It is possible that the art school may have folded in 1919, which was when
Turner ended her teaching there.  Near the turn of the century, college and university art
departments rapidly developed, weakening the academies and possibly contributing to the art
school’s demise.
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Helen Turner’s years of teaching were her “bread and butter.”  The steady teaching
income allowed her to support herself and do things that made her life fulfilling, most notably, to 
travel abroad with William Merritt Chase’s art school in Europe and to build her beautiful house
at Cragsmoor.
II.  PRIVATE PUPILS
In materials written about Turner and in her personal documents, there are references to
only two artists who received private instruction from her: Patricia Gay and Charles Vezin. 
Turner most likely knew Patricia Gay through her association with Cragsmoor. Patricia Gay's
father, Edward Gay, was a prominent artist of the time and built a summer house called Gaylands
at Cragsmoor in 1905.  He was born in Ireland and came to the United States in the late 1840s in
the sweep of more than one million Irish immigrants escaping the potato famine. Gay established
himself as an artist and in 1870 became a National Academician, the highest honor of the
National Academy of Design.  Patricia Gay (1876-1965) followed in her father's footsteps.  Her
training included study at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris and the Arts Students League.  In
New York, she worked for the studios of Louis Comfort Tiffany and with another artist named
Julia Munson, set up an enameling department in Tiffany’s 72nd Street mansion.82  According to
the catalogue accompanying the exhibition A Century of Women Artists at Cragsmoor, Gay
studied painting with Turner and gained experience applying paint with a palette knife.  It is not
83HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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known when Turner instructed Patricia Gay.  Turner's painting journal refers to a painting called
An Interior painted in 1928 at Edward Gay's home in Mt. Vernon, New York.83
Turner's other private pupil, Charles Vezin (1858-1942), was born in Philadelphia the
same year Turner was born. He was a salesman and later ran a dry-goods business.  He had a late
start in art; he took his first lessons in his forties. Near the turn of the century, he received
instruction at the Art Students League with Frank DuMond and served as president of the
Salmagundi Club from 1911 to 1915. Vezin is best known for his New York harbor scenes and
cityscapes.  He lived in Old Lyme, Connecticut, which had an active art colony that is often
compared to Giverny.  It is not known when Vezin received his instruction from Turner, but he
thought highly of her and wrote an adoring article about her in 1921, the year she became an
Academician.
It is strong praise, but I think it not open to question, that Miss Turner is the most
distinguished living painter, irrespective of sex, claiming a Southern nativity.  Her work is
modern in the best sense, but without a trace of the "modernistic," that self-conscious
freakishness which is the perversion of nature, love and life and which is the consolation and
resource of the incompetents and failures and a screen for their spiritual bankruptcy.
He adds:
Miss Turner's work is characterized by a rare combination of the qualities that make a great
easel picture.  It is representative without being photographic, intellectual without being
"academic," poetic and full of sentiment without sentimentality or cloying sweetness,
decorative without mere design or decoration, personal without egoism, strong without
brutality, eloquent without vociferousness.  In short, she clearly marks the line between merit
and the meretricious.84
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Vezin shows the ultraconservative viewpoint of some academically trained artists who
felt threatened by the shift being given to nonrepresentational art in New York in the years
following the Armory Show. Vezin makes the distinction between modern and modernistic,
modern meaning new demonstrations of representational art as in the works of Winslow Homer
or James McNeill Whistler, and modernistic meaning nonrepresentational abstract art, as in the
work of Marcel Duchamp or Pablo Picasso. 
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CHAPTER SIX
EARLY WORKS 
I.  WATERCOLOR—LANDSCAPES AND MINIATURE PORTRAITS
At the turn of the century, Helen Turner was living modestly, developing her skills,
involving herself in artist organizations, and submitting her work for exhibitions. Watercolor was
her primary medium. She began to submit her work for inclusion in the annual salon-style
exhibitions held in America's largest art institutions.  This exhibition tradition, to showcase the
work of contemporary artists, continues today, most notably at the Whitney Museum of
American Art and Corcoran Gallery of Art. During Turner's time, she participated in exhibitions
held by the following institutions: 
The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the country’s oldest institution, founded in
Philadelphia in 1805. It began holding annual exhibitions in 1811.  
The National Academy of Design, founded in 1825. It began annual exhibitions in 1826. 
The Chicago Academy of the Fine Arts, founded in 1879 and renamed the Art Institute of
Chicago in 1882. It began annual exhibitions in 1888.  
The Carnegie Institute, founded in 1895 in Pittsburgh. It began holding the Carnegie
International in 1896. 
The Corcoran Gallery of Art, founded in 1869.  It began exhibitions of contemporary art in
1907.
In November 1897, Turner participated in her first exhibition with the New York
Watercolor Club at its Eighth Annual Exhibition. She entered a landscape, and it is quite
possible that several months later she entered the same landscape in the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts's Sixty-Seventh Annual Exhibition of Watercolor Paintings, held in January and
February 1898.  Also in January and February, her watercolor painting Midsummer Afternoon
85Daily Picayune, 17 December 1890, n.p., HMT artist file, THNOC.
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was on display in the American Watercolor Society's annual exhibition. Unfortunately, the
location of these paintings is unknown.
In addition to the watercolor landscapes, she created miniature paintings using watercolor
on ivory.  A revival of miniature painting, an art form executed predominantly by women,
became a movement between 1895 and the early 1920s. The miniature medium dated back to
sixteenth-century England during the reign of Henry VIII.  The heyday of miniatures lasted from
the mid-eighteenth through the mid-nineteenth century.  Most were mementos that were either
locket-sized or slightly larger for framing, but they had been almost entirely abandoned with the
advent of photography.  
Miniatures were a part of Turner's collective consciousness.  Although their popularity
had diminished elsewhere, miniatures were especially popular in antebellum Louisiana. Even
after the Civil War, when photography was on the scene and wealthy patrons were rare,
Louisiana artists continued to paint miniatures.  Besides the miniatures in her family's collection,
Turner would have seen miniature paintings in the exhibitions of the Artists' Association. A
review of the 1890 Artists’ Association’s annual exhibition mentioned that George D. Coulon’s
miniature landscapes were executed with the accuracy and finish of a jeweler,85 an appropriate
analogy, as he had begun his career as a watchmaker.  
In reaction to the industrialization in the late part of the nineteenth century, many artists
embraced the Arts and Crafts movement, that had begun in England.  The exacting technique
required to create a miniature painting was in keeping with the Arts and Crafts movement's call
for quality craftsmanship in an age of mass produced, machine-made goods. Turner could relate
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to the ideology of the Arts and Crafts movement and found a niche in the revival of miniature
painting.  She aligned herself with the American Society of Miniature Painters, founded in 1899,
and the Pennsylvania Society of Miniature Painters.  The American Society held annual
exhibitions and participated in exhibitions within world's-fair-type exhibitions such as the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition in Saint Louis in 1904.
Turner created two miniature paintings circa 1899 of family members of her teacher
Alfred Vance Churchill. One painting depicts Mrs. Churchill in front of a mirror reflecting her
infant son Nelson, with his nurse.  The other painting depicts Nelson's charming baby face with a
curl in the middle of his forehead, perhaps hinting at a bit of mischief.  This work was included
in the 1903 annual exhibition at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.  
An important moment in Turner's career came in 1914, when the Metropolitan Museum
of Art purchased one of her miniature paintings for its permanent collection, along with four
others by her contemporaries in the American Society of Miniature Painters, including Laura
Coombs Hill, Alice Beckington, Margaret Foote Hawley, and Lucia Fairchild Fuller. 
 Turner's miniature painting at the Metropolitan Museum is of Mrs. Lewis Palmer
Skidmore (Fig. A. 7), whose husband later became director of the High Museum of Art in
Atlanta.  This petite image, done in 1911, represents a defining element of Turner's work, her
mastery of color. Subtle in its overall effect, the miniature is a refined composition of green,
blue, and purple, a color popular with the impressionists. A network of small, methodical,
vertical strokes gives the work definition. Wispy black strokes provide contrast in areas of  the
hair and on the dress. The black transparent shawl around her shoulders also helps to define the
background. A spray of purple wisteria with green leaves provides the backdrop.  Setting a
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female model against an abstractly rendered floral background would become Turner’s hallmark
in her later works.  Mrs. Skidmore's face is beautifully modeled with deep shading along the left
side of her face creating dark shadows and defining her cheekbones and jaw line. 
Several major museums contain masterful examples of Turner’s work as a miniaturist.
Her sister Lettie was one of her favorite subjects.  She painted two miniatures of Lettie in the
years between 1901 and 1905.  The miniature portrait of Lettie in the collection of the New-York
Historical Society (Fig. A. 8) was done in 1901.  It is a profile rendered with a very light touch
and a palette of light pink and green. Ivory was a perfect medium for creating the subtle shades
of flesh tones.  The outline of Lettie's profile is simple, but Turner heightens visual interest by
setting the sweeping twist of her dark hair against a light green background.   The miniature
portrait in the Philadelphia Museum's collection (Fig. A. 9), dated c.1903-05, is also exquisite in
its delicate and simple beauty.  In later years, Turner painted several life-size portraits of her
sister in oil.
Another miniature in the collection of the New-York Historical Society is of a little girl
named Margaret Regal (Fig. A. 10), who was almost ten years old in 1903, when it was painted. 
It has a Renoir-like quality.  Margaret Regal has the look of a girl in a Renoir painting, with her
dark flowing hair and oversized bow. The work is a bit hazier than her other miniatures, which
adds to the look of Renoir. The New-York Historical Society's records state that Margaret Regal
(1894-1963) was the daughter of Frank Regal, editor of the Springfield (Mass.) Republican.
Margaret later worked for her father's newspaper and the Paris bureau of the New York Times. 
Turner also did a miniature portrait of Frank Regal playing a cello, which is in a private
collection.
86Kathy Zimmerer Kelvie, "A Century of Women Artists at Cragsmoor," Women Art News, April-May
1981, 9-10.
87HMT artist questionnaire, HMT artist file, National Academy of Design.
88This organization is still in existence today.  It is called the National Association of Women Artists.
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Besides Lettie, Turner created miniatures of other family members, and of friends. 
Friends called her "sister Helen" or “cousin Helen.”  In New Orleans, she was close to the family
of Lauren and Belle Bradley and their relatives named Leake and Armstrong. A sentimental
miniature portrait was done circa 1905 of three-year-old Lucy Armstrong (Fig. A. 11) shortly
before the child died of spinal meningitis.  The image is precisely rendered.  Turner creates a
buoyant sprinkle of curls and masterfully creates a softness of skin tone with a delicate touch of
color enhanced by the natural whiteness of the ivory. There is an unmistakable endeavor to
create an adorable image.  It is evident in all these works that Turner was of a generation that
valued beauty in art; indeed, beauty was the prevailing aesthetic ideal in the early years of the
twentieth century.
Her involvement in the miniature societies brought her into contact with other artists,
including Sarah Cowan and Maria Strean, with whom Turner remained friendly for many years.
They would be among those who were summer guests at Takusan, her house at Cragsmoor.86 
She described herself as "sociable"87 and enjoyed the company of other artists, male and female,
and participated in numerous artist organizations.  
Around the turn of the century, the Women's Art Club, founded in 1899 and renamed the
National Association of Women Painters and Sculptors in 1913,88 became an important
organization for Turner.  She came in contact with such artists as Olive Rush, Hilda Belcher,
Alice Schille, and Anne Goldthwaite through the club, and it provided a network of supportive
89Akron Art Museum, collection records.
90Ibid.
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friends. She won awards at the Association’s annual exhibitions for two consecutive years, in
1912 and 1913.
II.  OIL PAINTING
As the first decade of twentieth century progressed, Turner began to shift her focus to
painting in oil, the medium that commanded the highest respect in the art world. By 1910, she
was painting almost exclusively in oil.  
An early example of her ability in oil, and a work of startling naturalness, is Mother and
Child, circa 1908 (Fig. A. 12).  A woman nursing, natural and unidealized, looks down at her
child. The baby returns the mother's gaze and instinctively grasps her fingers. This was one of
the three paintings she exhibited at the 1914 annual at the Corcoran Gallery which were also
shown at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in 1915.  In 1923, she wrote to Edwin
Shaw, who had just purchased the painting from the Grand Central Art Galleries in New York: “I
consider it one of my finest pieces, if not the very best thing I ever did.  Certainly it is the most
profound and serious, and it is a painting as I well know that the longer one lives with it the more
fascinating it becomes.”89
Art News in May 1923 issued the following comments about the work in a review of the
exhibit at the Grand Central Art Galleries:
Helen M. Turner has achieved a more profound beauty of sentiment and technique than ever
before in her work.  Apart from its grave serenity, the canvas is markedly beautiful for the
admirable modeling of the head and figure of the mother and the gravely harmonious color
scheme.  Many spectators have commented on its charm.90
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Turner would vary her color palette throughout her career, sometimes working in a muted color
scheme in gray or brown, and at other times in the bright colors described as "sparkling" and
"dazzling.”
She continued to create landscape paintings and executed a number of fine examples in
oil.  Early Morning of 1917 (Fig. A. 13) is a simple composition broken into bands.  The horizon
line in the center is marked with the New Orleans city view seen from her brother's house on
State Street.  Smoke from a factory dissolves into the air. Like the work of the French
impressionists, it captures an instant in time.  The paint is applied thickly and the surface is
rough. It is quite modern in its simplicity.  Some of William Merritt Chase’s landscapes of
Shinnecock Hills are similar in composition to this work.
Turner’s undated Rural Landscape (Fig. A. 14) is another example of simplicity in its
suggestive forms of buildings and limited palette.  A fence creates a wavy line, and behind a barn
several houses are visible among trees, and a steeple rises from the background.
Her painting In the Vegetable Garden (Fig. A. 15), also undated, emphasizes the effects
of light and color.  The figures are completely blended into the landscape, and prismatic color is
employed with broad, loose brushstrokes. This painting corresponds to the French impressionists
in the focus on color and light effects.  In her later landscape paintings, she would shift her
focus, clearly delineating the figures and simply alluding to landscapes in the background.
91Barbara Buff. "Cragsmoor, an early American art colony," Antiques, Nov. 1978, 1054.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CRAGSMOOR - A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION
Cragsmoor was a tremendous source of inspiration and a defining part of Turner’s artistic
identity. In an article entitled "Cragsmoor, an early American art colony," Barbara Buff
describes the allure of the place that became a haven for artists seeking refuge from
industrialization and a return to nature:
... farmers had been clearing the land so that by 1872, there were superb views of
surrounding valleys and mountains in every direction.  The light and the sky were
wonderfully clear and changed often; the air was pure; and breezes blew almost constantly. 
These were the qualities that attracted artists to Cragsmoor.  Throughout its history and even
today, the place is also referred to simply as "the Mountain.91
Turner's introduction to Cragsmoor was in the summer of 1906, at the invitation of
Charles Courtney Curran and his wife, Grace. Curran (1861-1942) had studied at the Art
Students League and Académie Julian and taught at the Pratt Institute, the Cooper Union, and the
National Academy of Design.  He was also involved with numerous artist organizations, such as
the New York Watercolor Club. Somewhere along the way, perhaps at the Cooper Union or Art
Students League, Curran and Turner became friends.  They had both been born in Kentucky but
were raised elsewhere. Although Curran was several years younger than Turner, he was far more
established in his professional career.  He had taken a direct path to art study and had become a
National Academician in 1904. 
Cragsmoor, an idyllic hamlet within the town of Warwarsing, New York, about eighty
miles north of New York City, was the location an aristocratic art colony for dedicated academic
92Kelvie, 9.
93HMT artist file, Cragsmoor Free Library.
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Fig. 5. Takusan, circa 1910
painters.  The art colony
flourished between 1870
and 1920.92  At first
Turner rented property,
but by the summer of
1910 she was an official
resident of Cragsmoor. 
She designed a house on
a piece of property she
purchased from
artist/architect Frank
Dellenbaugh. Architectural drawing was one of the offerings for the advanced students at the
YWCA.  It is possible that Dellenbaugh assisted Turner in the design and building, as he had in
many of the houses and the Stone Church at Cragsmoor. As was the Cragsmoor custom, she gave
her house a name, "Takusan."  The July 10, 1910 Cragsmoor Journal reported that there was a
new house in the community and that it had a “magnificent studio” on the second floor (Fig. 5).93 
The stand-out paintings of Turner’s career were created at Cragsmoor.  Her most prolific
time was during the summer months away from the hustle and bustle of the city and free of
teaching responsibilities. In the early years of the new century, she was creating landscapes.  Of
the works known, several pastel landscapes of Cragsmoor show the influence of Arthur Wesley
94Barbara Buff, "Cragsmoor, an early American art colony" Antiques, Nov. 1978, 1057.
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Dow and the Arts and Crafts Movement. A 1908 drawing, Orchard Cottage (Fig. A. 16), depicts
Cragsmoor's oldest house and illustrates Turner's versatility and connection to the Arts and
Crafts Movement.
The influence of Dow's lectures on composition is evident in the balanced arrangement of
shapes and planes that create symmetry. Turner creates pictorial interest in the vertical white
panels of the house and tree trunks, and a stone wall cuts through the center to define the space. 
A bush in the foreground creates another plane.
The technique with the flat arrangements of shapes lent itself to patterning for textiles. 
Turner created a number of projects with her sister Lettie at Cragsmoor in the spirit of the Arts
and Crafts Movement. A textile of her home, Takusan (Fig. A. 17), features the house
surrounded by shapes and stylized flowers. Leaves of the tree form a circle in the upper left
corner and shapes in white insinuate clouds with a bluebird crossing the sky. There is a folk art
feeling in this work, particularly in the design of the flowers and garland, reminiscent of early
American quilts. The tempo is playful and the perspective is not refined as in the Orchard
Cottage pastel.  Helen and Lettie Turner created several textiles together that have a whimsical
appeal, and three of them are in the Cragsmoor Free Library's collection.  Helen created the
initial designs which Lettie produced as textiles. 
The Arts and Crafts Movement was alive at Cragsmoor.  An August 1910 issue of the
Cragsmoor Journal reported that "the magazine of Arts and Crafts 'Palette and Bench'  has its
summer editorial office on the mountain, and a recent exhibition of Crafts work . . . has set a
high standard of merits."94 Charles C. Curran was on the editorial board of the magazine and his
95Ibid.
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wife Grace was the editor.  The Journal also gave notice of local exhibitions of pottery, wood
and horn carving, needlework, and weaving.95
At Cragsmoor, there was no art school as in other artist colonies like Old Lyme,
Connecticut or Cornish, New Hampshire. There were beautiful mountain views. It was a place
where art was worshiped and artists were understood.  Cragsmoor was the home to many
interesting people.  The artists who spent time at Cragsmoor included Edward Lamson Henry,
George Inness, Jr., Eliza Pratt Greatorex, Frederick S. Dellenbaugh, Edward Gay, Arthur I.
Keller, William H. Beard, John G. Brown, and Frederick V. Baker.  While artists painted forest
landscapes and meadows, and Charles Courtney Curran painted images of women on the craggy
mountainsides and open air vistas, with blue skies, such as his famous work, On the Heights of
1909 (Fig. A. 18), Helen Turner’s vision was just outside her front door.  Her front porch at
Takusan was the setting for her most acclaimed paintings.  Just beyond the front porch was her
beautiful yard with birch trees that provided the backdrop of her paintings.  Gardening was a
passion in her life.  Her garden at Cragsmoor was a source of amazing inspiration for her. She
loved the peonies, foxgloves, phlox, asters, and her favorite delphinium.
Summer (Tea Party) of circa 1912 (Fig. A. 19) is one of her earliest paintings created on
her porch.  It is reminiscent of the women in Frederick Carl Frieseke's works, especially with the
big open umbrella, an element that appears in several of Frieseke's paintings including The
Garden Parasol of 1910 (Fig. A. 20).  The comparison of her work with Frieseke is noted mostly
in the fact that both repeatedly used the subject of a woman in a splendid garden, with the focus
of interest on the figure.  Summer (Tea Party) was probably painted on the second floor studio
96HMT Papers, N-YHS.
97Ibid. The present location of this painting is unknown.  Description of it comes from an incomplete
journal of her paintings.
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balcony at Takusan which had a screen similar to the one behind her.  The screen diffuses the
sunlight and creates a shadowy effect (see Fig. 5).  In the paisley shawl, the table set for tea, and
the basket of flowers, Turner has created several still-life arrangements.  The young woman is
elaborately costumed and wears a grand hat.  This image has a formal and posed quality, as
evident in the way the woman's hands are arranged. 
In 1913, she won an honorable mention for Summer (Tea Party)  in the annual exhibition
of the Art Institute of Chicago and the Julia Shaw Prize at the National Academy of Design. 
This was also the year she became an associate member of the National Academy of Design. 
Her career was gaining momentum.  The painting was featured in the Corcoran Gallery of Art’s
biennial exhibition in 1916 and Turner received the following feedback from fellow
impressionist Philip Leslie Hale in January of 1917 in response to a letter she had written to him.
He replied:
My Dear Miss Turner, I can't tell you how much pleasure your very kind letter gave me. 
Nice things said about ones work are always pleasure—but to have them from an artist and
from an artist whose work I have always particularly liked is quite overwhelming.  We all on
the Corcoran jury admired your girl against a screen outdoors at the Corcoran show.  Men as
different in opinion as George Bellows and I agreeing that it was a fine thing.96
She received another complimentary letter that year from Willard Metcalf, of "The Ten"
fame, congratulating her on a painting Moonlight and Shadows exhibited at the National
Academy of Design in 1917.97 This composition featured a small house with a light in a window,
set amid trees in a landscape.  In the distance small white figures are crossing a field in the
moonlight.
98New York Times review of 1912 exhibition at National Academy of Design, n.d., n.p., HMT Papers, 
N-YHS.
99New York Herald, 21 January 1917, n.p., HMT artist file, Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C.
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In Pauline, a Little Friend of Mine, painted 1912 (Fig. A. 21), Turner creates a stunning
and spontaneous composition. Pauline is off-center and meets the viewer's gaze directly.  The
background is very decorative; a yellow tapestry with a figure of a crane looks as if it was an
experiment, perhaps added with Whistler's monogram in mind.  The background also is
reminiscent of Chase's portraits with draped textiles in the background.  There is straightforward
directness about the image that makes it very memorable.
Pauline, a Little Friend of Mine was declared a success in the review of the National
Academy of Design’s 1912 winter exhibition in the New York Times: 
Among those whose work improves upon recent performance may be mentioned Ellen
Emmet Rand, William Cotton and Helen M. Turner.
Helen M. Turner strikes her high water mark in her picture of a little girl standing beside a
bird cage. . . . The color is smothered but retains force, and the characterization is peculiarly
simple and direct.  The reminiscence to J. Alden Weir is too marked to escape attention, but
it is far from either crass imitation or diluted influence.  Apparently strength is derived from
discipleship.98
Critics would continue to refer to Turner as a student of Weir even though she had never
studied with him.  Five years later, following an exhibition of her work at the Milch Gallery in
1917, a barrage of newspapers, including the New York Sun, the New York Herald, and the
magazine American Art News remarked upon the similarities to her teacher, Weir. The New York
Herald article even went so far as to call her Weir's "favorite pupil."99
To set the record straight, Turner wrote to American Art News and asked for a statement
to appear that she had never studied with Weir, although she admired his work.  As the statement
100American Art News, 10 February 1917, n.p., ibid.
101HMT Papers, N-YHS.
102James T. White and Co. letter, ibid.
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explained "It must be said that the erroneous report was a very natural one, as Miss Turner's art
has much of the same delicate refinement of tone and color, and is very similar in sentiment and
treatment to that of Mr.Weir."100
Although Turner never was Weir’s pupil, Turner and Weir seem to have been distantly
related, both claiming Pintard as an ancestor.  In Turner's papers at the New-York Historical
Society, there is a note dated May 1915 in which Mr. and Mrs. Weir thank her for the
information on John Pintard and invite her to their home on Park Avenue for dinner.101 In 1937,
in a statement about her artistic career, she wrote about herself (in the third person): "Proudly,
she belongs to the American Impressionist School, of which J. Alden Weir, to whom she is
related, was one of the first exponents."102
Pauline, a Little Friend of Mine was illustrated several times.  It appeared in the annual
exhibition catalogue of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 1913 and the cover of
Town and Country magazine in 1917. 
At Cragsmoor, her porches were successful settings and the placement of a young woman
with a garden backdrop became a winning formula that she would repeat in a number of her
finest paintings from about 1912 to 1923.  Among them are Girl with Lantern; Morning; The
Flower Girl; and Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine. 
Turner found models in the community.  An aspiring artist herself, Julia Polk Hunsicker
was one of the models who appears in several of Turner’s important paintings; most notably,
1031983 letter written by Julia Polk Hunsicker, HMT artist file, Cragsmoor Free Library. 
104Cragsmoor Retrospective catalogue, 6.
105There is some question regarding the date of this painting. The Greenville County Museum of Art began
to list the date as 1904 about ten years ago following conservation treatment of the painting when it appeared the
date was 1904 rather than 1914.  The 1904 date is improbable because Turner had not visited Cragsmoor prior to
1906. It is unlikely that she would have withheld the painting from exhibitions for a decade after painting it.  Also,
the model who posed for the painting, Dorothea Storey, would have been a small child in 1904.
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Alice in Wonderland and Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine.  Hunsicker modeled several summers
for Turner.  She remembered that Turner was very dedicated to her work and that she would sing
and dance as she worked.103  Year-round residents Ruth and Edma Goldsmith posed for Two
Women.  Dorothea Storey was the model for Girl with Lantern.104 Turner enlisted Sandra
McKenzie, the wife of sculptor Ralph Tait McKenzie, to model for her painting entitled Sandra
in the Garden, while they were summering at Cragsmoor in 1917. 
In 1914, Turner painted Girl with Lantern (Fig. A. 22),105 a painting that embodies her
graceful observation of human form.  In the impressionist tradition she has captured a solitary
moment and the glittering effects of light.  Like Sargent, Chase, Curran, and countless others,
capturing the effects of light on a white garment presented an enticing challenge.  Turner creates
a perfectly harmonious composition in her arrangement of lines, with the woman's arm parallel
to the porch railing and the red, yellow, and blue lanterns forming a triangular arrangement.  She
creates delicate shading on the woman's face, half in shade, half in glowing light.  The white
light illuminates her outstretched arm and brings the focus to the blue lantern just below the
center of the image.  The application of the paint is thick and bumpy, but the effect is an
immediate visual sensation of dazzling light cast upon a sunny area. 
Girl with Lantern was exhibited in the Corcoran Gallery of Art’s Exhibition of
Contemporary American Oil Paintings in 1914 and purchased for $1,500 for the permanent
106HMT collection records, Greenville County Museum of Art.
107HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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collection.106  This was a great measure of success.   Turner's friends Olive Rush and Hilda
Belcher sent notes congratulating her on her success in having her painting accepted into the
Corcoran's permanent collection, illustrating the support she received from her
contemporaries.107
The following year, Girl with Lantern received widespread exposure as one of three
paintings by Turner featured at the 1915 Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San
Francisco. 
Turner's 1915 Song of Summer (Fig. A. 23) shows her command of color. This image has
an unusual dynamic energy created by the build-up of layers of vibrant high-key colors.  Bright
patches of sunlight illuminate the woman, who is actively engaged in playing a guitar. This
composition is unique in that the figure is occupied in an activity. The majority of Turner’s
paintings in the late-teens were images of women posed in interiors or garden settings.  Although
she did paint several images of a woman playing a guitar, by and large the majority of her
subjects are engaged in quiet reflection.  
In 1919 she created Morning (Fig. A. 24), an image of a striking young woman set
against a lavender backdrop of rhododendrons. The image is framed by the lines of the porch
railing as light falls unevenly through the branches and creates a variety of white shades on her
dress. The thick impasto applied unevenly creates a sparkling effect.  The woman has a direct,
penetrating gaze that seems to suggest her oblivion to the profusion of color and the sparkling
riot of light in which she calmly sits. 
108HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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Another memorable Cragsmoor image is the 1920 painting, The Flower Girl (Fig. A. 25). 
Turner again displays her skill in interpreting the effects of light and shadow, as color changes
according to the impact of light. An abundance of white conveys the brightness of the light
flooding the porch and creates interesting effects through the tall glass containers.  The white
diagonal lines of the birch trees give background depth.  As in Morning, this figure directly
meets the gaze of the viewer. The young woman's black bow draws attention to her skin’s
natural flesh tones.  Her hat, accented with light, creates shadowy areas around her neck and the
radiance of her dark hair.  The short choppy brushstrokes give the sensation of pulsating light.
These garden paintings are large, measuring approximately thirty by forty inches. With
their bright colors and intriguing female figures, they make a lasting impression.
The Flower Girl caught the attention of the National Academy of Design at the annual
exhibition of 1921 and received the Second Altman Prize, making Turner the first woman ever to
receive any of the distinguished Altman prizes.  The painting was purchased for $1,900 by the
Henry Ward Ranger Fund of the Academy and presented to the Detroit Institute of Arts. The jury
for the exhibition consisted of a number of Turner's former teachers and artists she knew: Curran
and Volk and Edwin Blashfield, Harry W. Watrous, Arnold W. Brunner, William S. Robinson,
W. Granville-Smith, Francis Coates Jones, Robert I. Aitkin, Louis Betts, and Emil Carlson.108
Turner’s string of successes with her "woman on the porch" paintings led to her crowning
accomplishment, in 1921, of being elected a National Academician of the National Academy of
Design. Following her success, she created a number of garden and interior paintings through
1926, when her focus shifted to commissioned portrait paintings.
109Julia Polk Hunsicker letter, Cragsmoor Free Library.
110New Orleans: Catalogue of 8 December 2002 auction, Neal Auction Company., 59.
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  In 1923, she created another lovely composition on her front porch, a painting that is a bit
more complex than usual, involving two figures and a dog.  Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine (Fig.
A. 26) recalls John Singer Sargent's scene of children and lanterns and flowers called Carnation,
Lily, Lily, Rose of 1885-86 (Fig. A. 27).  Her model, Julia Polk Hunsicker, posed for both of the
figures in this painting.109  A vine creates an arch across the top of the porch, and a profusion of
tiger lilies creates a floating illusion of orange.  She again employs birch trees to give a hint of
background distance.  The two women quietly sit together and look at the paper lanterns. 
Sunlight appears in patches on the lanterns, the lace tablecloth, and the objects set for breakfast. 
A scruffy dog with a black nose faithfully sits at one girl’s side.  Paint is applied thickly, and
once again the overall effect is of sparkling sunlight. 
 Turner composed several attractive double portraits at Cragsmoor.  A painting called The
Sisters, of 1924 (Fig. A. 28), is a  three-quarter length view of two little girls, both gazing
intently at the viewer. It is a stunning example with a tremendous liveliness.  The painting shows
Turner’s adaptation of impressionism in what resembles an academic rendering of figures mixed
with  loose brushstrokes and dramatic lighting effects. A lovely intertwining pose of the girls’s
hands shows Turner's skill from her years of life drawing classes.  This detail is in contrast to the
way that she uses an impressionist brushstroke to make the arm of the girl on the right blend
vaguely into the background. Cragsmoor residents Casey and Ruth Albert posed for the
painting.110 Their blonde hair and soft healthy glow are accentuated in the white dresses set
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against the blue-green background.  The paint is thickly applied to achieve a sparkling, glossy
surface.
Another double portrait, painted in 1926, Two Women (Fig. A. 29), is in the "gravely"
somber palette described by American Art News.  An all-over golden brown palette characterizes
this study of two women, who also gaze out toward the viewer.  Turner's interest in costume is
evident in the brocade of their dresses, the paisley shawl, and the hats, especially in the effect of
the elaborate sweeping feather. Compositionally, she creates perspective in the arrangement of
figures who are set at an angle, one closer to the viewer, unlike The Sisters, where the girls are
posed side by side.  In a somber combination of colors, Turner creates deep shadows on the
women’s faces and necks.  As in The Sisters, there is a great degree of precision in the rendering
of the faces, whereas the garments are very loosely painted to achieve the impression of light and
folds and patterns in the fabric.  There is a natural quality to the work. The woman with the
feathered hat is not quite slouching but is decidedly not sitting at perfect attention for a pose. 
Neither The Sisters nor Two Women was a commissioned portrait, which allowed Turner to paint
free of worry about creating a client-pleasing product.  
In contrast to the scenes of young women outdoors, Turner depicts sun-filled interiors
and women engaged in their own private time, another repeated format.  These paintings allow
the viewer to observe, as though unnoticed, a quiet moment, unlike the garden settings, where
the sitter often meets the gaze of the viewer.
In The Footbath (The Toilet), of 1917 (Fig. A. 30), a woman bends to wash her feet.  The
room is infused with light from the windows.  There is a dramatic use of color: the windows
have bright blue-green curtains and there are touches of vivid red in the woman's slippers. She
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wears a white nightgown and a string of coral beads.  A private moment is witnessed—the
woman’s nightgown has fallen from her shoulder revealing her breast.  This painting is similar to
an earlier work of 1915 called Morning News (Fig. A. 31), in which a young woman in a white
nightgown and coral beads reads the newspaper. Again, Turner applies well-placed splashes of
color. 
The subject of a woman reading a newspaper had been depicted by other artists, most
notably Mary Cassatt, whose 1878 work Le Figaro (Fig. A. 32) depicts her mother reading. 
Cassatt had also created an image with a mother giving her child a footbath in her 1893 painting
The Child’s Bath (Fig. A. 33).  Perhaps being in an exhibition with Cassatt in 1917-18 (see chap.
nine) had an effect on Turner, either consciously or unconsciously.  In any case, the subject of a
woman reading appears frequently in Turner’s paintings, for example, Alice in Wonderland (Fig.
A. 34) and Coral (Fig. A. 35). 
In her 1918 interior, On a Rainy Day (Fig. A. 36), two figures coexist in a room, one
bundled under a blanket as the other examines a hat.  It is a quiet image of an everyday moment
such as one she might experience with her sister.  In these interiors the color scheme is typically
understated in general, with the introduction of a strong color—for example, the vivid green of
the blanket in On a Rainy Day.
In two later interiors, Turner seems to be most interested in the effects of light. In Sunny
Room - The Long Shadow, of 1922 (Fig. A. 37), she captures filtered light coming through sheer
curtains diagonally crossing the room together with a long shadow cast by a woman in black,
whose back is turned to the viewer as she adjusts her hat. In Sunny Room - Model Posing (Fig.
A. 38), Turner creates another sun-infused room and captures shadows on the floor. The overall
111Sweet Briar College website, sbc.edu
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hue is gray, and a woman in yellow sits posing in profile.  Unlike the paintings Morning (Fig. A.
24) and The Flower Girl (Fig. A. 25), where the figure is paramount, in these two Sunny Room
interiors the figures are secondary to the effects of light.
In 1926, Turner moved her main residence from New York to New Orleans.  About that
same time, she began to focus more intently on painting commissioned portraits. But Cragsmoor
was a longstanding part of her life and she continued to spend her summers there. Indeed, in
1931, she painted several successful portraits at Cragsmoor, including the outstanding portraits
of Dr. Mary Harley and George Rufus Boynton.  Her portrait of Mary Harley (Fig. A. 39)
conveys the woman's intelligence and character.  Harley's tilted head and relaxed posture suggest
a no-nonsense woman of substance.  Harley was the college physician and professor of
physiology at Sweet Briar College in Virginia from 1906 to 1935.  She was a native of New
York and spent time at Cragsmoor in the summers.  She received her medical degree from
Women's Medical College of New York Infirmary and before going to Sweet Briar was a
physician at Vassar College for six years.   This painting was done several year prior to Harley's
retirement in 1935.  Harley remained active in her retirement and traveled extensively, pursuing
her interests in anthropology.111  Turner and Harley were friends for many years.
Another portrait painted in 1931 is of George Rufus Boynton (1856-1945, Fig. A. 40), a
fellow artist who spent time at Cragsmoor.  Turner portrays a dapper gentlemen with a dashing
mustache and glasses on a cord.  Boynton was a distinguished artist who had trained at the
National Academy of Design with Walter Shirlaw, Charles Y. Turner (no relation to Helen
Turner), and John G. Brown.  Brown was a regular at Cragsmoor and may have introduced
112New York Genealogical and Biographical Society website, nygbs.org
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Boynton to the area.  Boynton was a talented portraitist himself and has been called a "painter
laureate" of the American army and navy because of the many portraits of generals and admirals
he painted during his career.112 
Turner’s final summer at Cragsmoor would be in 1941.  After that, wartime restrictions
made it too difficult to travel.  Cragsmoor would remain in her thoughts, and her last painting,
created from memory at age ninety, would be entitled Cragsmoor.  The whereabouts of this
painting are unknown.
113Amy Fine Collins, American Impressionism (North Dighton, MA: World Publications Group, 2001), 25. 
114Little green diary, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SUMMER CLASSES WITH WILLIAM MERRITT CHASE, 1904, 1905, AND 1911
Turner’s job teaching at the YWCA made it possible to afford the golden opportunity to
travel and study art with William Merritt Chase.  Art historian Amy Fine Collins accurately
wrote that "Turner was a perpetual student, she attended Chase's European summer course while
in her fifties . . .  But Turner was no amateur; she was entirely self-supporting and well respected
by her colleagues."113  With Chase, in a grand manner, the students learned painting techniques,
and worked outdoors in the tradition of the French Barbizon and impressionist painters. Chase
also used his contacts to open the doors of artists’ studios to the students.
During the 1904 trip, Turner kept a pocket-sized diary.  She was inconsistent about
writing but managed to capture the thrill of meeting several of the most-famous artists of the
time.  On June 17, 1904, the group went to the studio of John Lavery, an Irish-born artist who
received his training at the Académie Julian and in London.  He painted impressionist landscapes
and was especially fond of images of women at leisure (Fig. A. 41).  Her diary entry after
visiting Lavery's studio reads:
I have longed for this visit and could not resist from immediately telling the cordial Irish
little man who came forward to meet us, how I sincerely loved his work; how beautiful.  He
made me a profound bow.  He was pleased with praise even from humble me.
On the easel was a portrait of two Irish girls, sisters and so beautiful.  A landscape of a
bridge near Fontainebleau.  Very lovely in composition, simply and directly painted, low in
key, near the center a boat (white) half in shadow, half in light.  The light fell upon a woman
in white holding up a white parasol.  Beautiful.  Beautiful.” 114
She also noted a picture of a girl in a white dress holding a great bunch of cherry
blossoms.  She said, “I have not seen anything in London which has given me more pleasure
115Ibid.
116Ibid.
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than his work.115
Turner also went to the studios of Edwin Austin Abbey and John Singer Sargent,
expatriate Americans living in London.  The visit to Sargent’s studio was a thrilling moment for
her.  She was impressed with the vastness of his majestic studio and with all of his painting
equipment, and was delighted to see a portrait of the Duchess of Marlborough in the middle of
production.  She wrote:
While standing in front of a portrait of Mrs. Wertheimer in black cloak, Mr. Chase said
“Students, I am going to say something I know Sargent won’t like.  It is this: You are
standing in the presence of the greatest living painter.” Everyone clapped.  Mr. Sargent
pushed Mr. Chase aside and said “come, come, now, Chase.” Well, it was a treat.  We
reluctantly turned to go feeling that we had an unusual opportunity in our London
experiences.116
What she gained on these experiences was the extraordinary opportunity to see the world,
to visit the grand museums of Europe and a number of the greatest artists of the day. Her
exuberance about the beauty of Lavery's painting of the women in white and the effects of light
and shade seems to have made an impact on her own work, especially in her tour-de-force
painting Girl with Lantern. 
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Fig. 6 
Turner at easel painting outdoors at Cragsmoor, n.d.
One of the things that
may have resulted from her
time with Chase was the act of
painting outdoors.  The
Cragsmoor Free Library and
New-York Historical Society
have photographs of Turner
standing at an easel, painting
outdoors (Fig. 6).  
Perhaps Chase's alliance
with the Munich School also
affected Turner.  A painting
called Firelight (Fig. A. 42),
depicting a woman illuminated
by the pinkish glow of a fire,
may have been inspired by her
association with him.  The work is not dated, so it is not possible to know at which point she
painted it.  It is different from her sunny-porch or open-window interiors infused with sunlight. 
The firelight, which is alluded to in the title, casts a pinkish glow on the figure. Turner was likely
influenced by other Munich-trained artists like De Camp at the Art Students League. It is hard to
characterize De Camp's work because a large amount of it was burned in a 1904 fire at his
Boston studio.  Turner was also in touch with the Woodwards in New Orleans, whom she had
117Mrs. Ellsworth Woodward (Mary by Fireside), 1904, in the collection of THNOC.
118HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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known since her early days at the Artists' Association and while she was enrolled in free drawing
classes at Tulane University in 1886. Ellsworth Woodward had also received training in Munich. 
There is a close kinship between Turner's Firelight to a painting by Woodward entitled Mrs.
Ellsworth Woodward (Mary by Fireside),117 depicting his wife Mary.  Turner also knew Mary
Woodward; they were in the same free drawing class at Tulane University in 1886.
Turner went back to Europe with the Chase class the following summer in 1905.  She did
not keep a journal (that is known) but made notes about her planned itinerary.  Lettie and a "Mrs.
Reynolds" traveled with her.  The trip began June 2, 1905, and she noted that they traveled to
England to the quaint fishing village of Polperro in Cornwall, the site of an artist colony. 
Polperro's unspoiled beauty had been attracting artists as early as 1810.  In Turner’s records at
the New-York Historical Society are images of paintings entitled An Old Sea Captain and An
Old Fisherwoman. There are no dates associated with these images, so it is not possible to
positively identify them as having been done at Polperro in 1905, although it seems quite
possible that she did these small canvases during this trip. These works have a roughness that
was appropriate for the subject matter, although her technique does not seem to be as adept as in
her later works.  The salty sailor and the weather-beaten woman stand apart from her images of
young women in beautiful porch and garden settings.  Following Polperro, they went to Paris,
followed by London, and returned to New York at the end of September.118
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Turner returned for another trip with Chase's summer school in 1911.  This summer's trip
involved travel in Italy. Her records at the New-York Historical Society do not include any
specifics about her experiences or itinerary.
119Kirstin Swinth, Painting Professionals, Women Artists and  the Development of Modern American Art,
1870-1930 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001), 186.
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CHAPTER NINE
RESPONSE TO HER WORK
I.  EXHIBITIONS AND COMMERCIAL SUCCESS
There are many accounts about how difficult it was for women in the early twentieth
century to find places to display their work. Turner's contemporary Theresa Bernstein in 1936
looked back reflectively over the previous twenty years and summarized the difficulties:
In important exhibitions the percentage of women has been at the most ten percent.
Comparatively few dealers handle the work of women artists. Prizes . . . are almost invariably
given to artists not of the "fair" sex.  Purchasers follow suit."119  
Unlike many of her peers, Turner managed to participate in solo and group exhibitions,
and several galleries represented and sold her work.  Her commercial experience began with a
show at Gimbel Brothers, the department store, in 1912.
In 1914, she was included as the only woman among seven men in an exhibition entitled
"Portraits in Oil, Miniatures and Sculpture" at the E. & A. Milch Gallery, founded in 1911. 
Three years later, in 1917, the Milch Gallery held her first solo exhibition.  This time, eighteen
paintings were featured and she received a good amount of positive coverage of the exhibition.
She appeared in other group exhibitions at the Milch Gallery, including holiday exhibitions of
contemporary artists.  In 1924, she was represented in a showing of  The MacDowell Club at the
Milch Gallery.  Her painting The Young Mother, No. 1  was included.  The MacDowell Club was
founded by Robert Henri in 1911 to offer artists exhibition opportunities outside the confines of
the National Academy of Design.
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In 1915, Turner was included in a celebration of American art that gave great credence to
impressionism in the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at the M. H. de Young Museum in
San Francisco. The exhibition was planned to commemorate the completion of the Panama Canal
and the 400-year anniversary of Balboa reaching the Pacific. Despite the fact that it was held
during World War I, the exhibition, which lasted almost an entire year, was deemed a success.
In 1916, Turner was featured in an exhibition at the MacBeth Gallery in New York with
Emil Carlsen (1853-1932) and Daniel Garber (1880-1958). The three were united under the aegis
of impressionism.  Carlsen, a native of Denmark, had studied at the Académie Julian and would
later teach at the National Academy of Design. He is best known for his immaculately rendered
still-life paintings.  Garber was associated with a Pennsylvania branch of impressionism, and he
created brightly colored landscapes with what has been called a "tapestry-like" appearance.  He
studied at the Art Academy of Cincinnati and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. 
Founded in 1892, in a time where demand was for European art, the MacBeth Gallery
was an early leader in displaying American art. The MacBeth Gallery increased the prices and
demand for American art.  
1917 was a good year for Turner’s career.  She began to get attention outside of New
York City.  The Memorial Art Gallery in Rochester held an exhibition of her work along with
that of Walter Griffin (1861-1935). Griffin, a native of Maine, studied at the École des Beaux
Arts and was noted for his landscapes.  Griffin got far more attention in the press, but it was a
good opportunity for Turner to display her work.
Later in 1917, a traveling exhibition began at the St. Louis Art Museum that traveled to
six museums around the country.  It featured six American women: Mary Cassatt, Johanna H.K.
120Cragsmoor Retrospective catalogue, 6.
121Frank Rehn letter, February, 1920, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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Hailman, Jane Peterson, Alice Schille, Martha Walter, and Turner.  Having been a part of the
impressionist movement in France, Mary Cassatt was the "big name" among the six. Turner had
participated in exhibitions with men and liked the idea of mixed exhibitions rather than all-
women productions, commenting to the organizers of the exhibition: "I wish you would
sandwich in a man or two. . . "120
By 1920 she had executed some significant works and was having commercial success. 
An exhibition of paintings at the Frank K. M. Rehn Gallery in February of 1920 was a big
success, with paintings selling to art collectors, including Duncan Phillips, who purchased The
Debutante (Fig. A. 43).  Rehn wrote to her that New York “is looking at you with envious eyes
and making up its mind to grab the next fine thing of yours it gets a chance at…. YOU HAVE
ARRIVED.”121  This statement was accurate. Besides Duncan Phillips, other major art collectors
of her work included George A. Hearn of New York, George Woodward of Pennsylvania, J.J.
Haverty of Atlanta, Florence Sloane of Norfolk, Virginia, and Nellie Wright Allen of New
Jersey. 
 In addition to commercial success, Turner’s works were receiving awards in the museum
annuals at the National Academy of Design, the Carnegie Institute, the Corcoran Gallery of Art,
and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.  Her commercial success would contribute to
her overall achievement leading to her election as a National Academician of the National
Academy of Design. Her election was a remarkable success.  Ann Hall became an Academician
in 1833, followed by Cecilia Beaux in 1902, and Lydia Field Emmet in 1912. Beaux and Emmet
122Peter Hastings Falk, ed. The Annual Exhibition Record of the National Academy of Design, 1901-50,
(Madison, Ct.: Sound View Press, 1990), 22-28.
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had both trained in Europe, and it had almost been ten years since the last time a woman had
been given the designation.  
She reached another pivotal point of recognition in being selected as a juror for the
National Academy exhibitions.  Cecilia Beaux was the first woman to serve on the selection
committee of thirty-five members for the Annual exhibition in 1914.  It was not until 1921, that
other women became jurors. In that year Turner, Beaux, Lydia Field Emmet, Anna Vaughn
Hyatt, and Bessie P. Vonnoh were on the committee.  She again served in 1922, 1924, 1927, and
1930.122 
   In the summer months of 1921, Turner created several paintings in Westbury, New York
on Long Island.  It is not known if she was with a group of artists or what the circumstances of
the trip were.
Following her election to the National Academy of Design, she became a founding
member of Grand Central Art Galleries.  The gallery, founded in 1922 by artists led by
impressionist Edmund Greacen, was a non-profit artists' cooperative funded by businessmen.  It
was located on the top floor of Grand Central Station, and traveling exhibitions went out from
this location. 
During the spring and summer of 1922, Turner traveled in Europe and visited artist
friend, Thalia Millet Malcolm in Paris. She made trips to see the French countryside in Epernay
and Verdun and also journeyed to Madrid and Toledo in Spain before returning to New York in
123HMT Papers, N-YHS.
124"What makes a woman beautiful in an artist's eye?"(New York Evening  World, 29 December 1921),
HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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mid-August.123  There are a number of drawings in the collection of the Hermitage Foundation
Museum in Norfolk, Virginia, from this trip that were purchased by Mrs. Sloane.  There are
spontaneous sketches of people, such as artist André Lhote painting, and of places along the
Seine, in the Luxembourg Gardens, and other sites.  For all of the years Turner spent drawing at
the various art schools, it is odd that more drawings do not exist.  There are no known academic-
style nudes by Turner and very few drawings from her three summers abroad in Europe.
Being an Academician brought her attention in New York. She was interviewed by the
New York Evening World, after her election, on her opinion of beauty, along with artists George
Bellows and Kees Van Dongen. Her response about her philosophy of beauty from an artist's
perspective was:
When a woman is most herself, when she is most simple and natural, she is most beautiful
. . . .  I loathe high heels and bobbed hair . . . .  so characteristic of modern beauty, because
they are artificial affectations.  The professional beauty, whose every movement is a
conscious pose, seems to me not beautiful at all.  Real beauty is a spirit . . . . It is what often
shines through the surface of colored and molded flesh, and which often makes an old
woman more beautiful than a young one.124
It is possible to view Turner's ideal of beauty in a work she did shortly after, in the winter
of 1923, The Young Mother, No. 1 (Fig. A. 44), a painting of simplicity and understated beauty. 
This painting was a study for a larger painting, The Young Mother, No. 2, whose location is
unknown.  Turner creates a radiant palette of golden brown with rich highlights on the woman's
glossy hair. She illustrates her ability to create skin tone and dark shadows in the area around her
neck. The figure is set against a plain shadowy background created by vertical brushstrokes.
125William H. Gerdts, Masterworks of American Impressionism  (NY: Harry N. Abrams, 1990), 118.
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Turner creates a tonal composition with the introduction of a few patches of color.  A blue bodice
panel draws the eye downward to the sewing. The image of a seated woman leaning forward and
engrossed in her sewing had been contemplated by many previous artists, including Mary Cassatt
and Edmund Tarbell.  The subject had a long European tradition that can be traced back to the
exquisite painting The Lacemaker by Vermeer.  
Turner would likely have seen Tarbell's Girl Crocheting (Fig. A. 45) of 1904 in the eighth
annual exhibition of "The Ten" in New York.  William Gerdts wrote that this painting “became
the lodestar for the later figure paintings of the Boston Impressionists" and that it "signaled the
turn to a more conservative and more classic formal interpretation, away from heightened
colorism and flashy brushwork, one that concentrated upon subtle effects of indoor illumination
within a close tonal range, and often emphasizing a neutral coloration."125  This same comment
could have described Turner's Young Mother and her range between paintings that were a
spectacle of color and fancy brushwork to others that explored subtle gradations of tone and
lighting effects.  Turner's Young Mother embodies the qualities of beauty that she described for
the New York Evening World. 
Around the time this painting was done, in 1923, Turner's sister Lettie died, creating a
large void in her personal life. Turner's brother, George, and his wife were in New Orleans and a
number of close friends were there as well. As the 1920s progressed, impressionism was no
longer in the vanguard in New York.  In the South, in New Orleans, impressionism played out a
bit longer.
126Green, 65.
127Green also introduces “nominalism,” a theory that is related to the tenets of French post-structuralism and
it contends that society dictates a feminine point of view.
128Duncan Phillips, A Collection in the Making (New York: E. Weyhe, 1926), 56-57.
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II. CRITICAL REVIEW
Throughout her life, Turner's accomplishments would be considered in relation to her
gender. Often, as was the case in writing about women artists of the time, writers would insist on
pointing out that Turner's work had a feminine quality.
In her dissertation about nineteenth-century women art students, Marcia Hyland Green
writes that nineteenth-century women artists were plagued by the insistence of critics that a
“feminine point of view" be identified.  "The art critics, predominantly male, asserted that the
work of a particular artist demonstrated her feminine perception of the world. Women artists
were attributed with the skill of depicting feminine consciousness and intuition.”126  This issue
continues to be debated in art history and women’s studies theory.  The idea that a woman has a
discernable female nature conveyed in her art is known as “essentialism.”127  
Well into the 20th century, Turner’s work was receiving “essentialist” reviews, as
demonstrated in the following comments on her work:
Miss Turner reveals unconsciously the woman’s point of view.  Her interiors are especially
feminine with their swift yet searching glance over the texture of materials, the influence of
light, the character of a room and the relation of people to their dwelling places.  Her brush
stroke is short, crisp, dry, a broken color rather nervous in the manner of its application.  And
yet this technique is perfectly adapted to the subjects and to the expression of the artist’s
depth of emotion and delicacy of suggestion.128
And another example:
Seldom, indeed, in this country has a woman painter displayed canvasses of such charm,
strength and masterly handling, as does Miss Turner . . . . Hers are not works of quickness
and dash, but expressions that have been dreamed over, lived with, and loved.  Nor does she
129The Spur, New York, March, 1921, n.p., HMT Papers, N-YHS.
130Glendinning Keeble, undocumented Pittsburgh newspaper clipping, n.d., n.p., HMT  Papers, N-YHS.
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essay to paint with a man's strength; she rather presents her subjects from a refined feminine
viewpoint and the result is much individual charm.129
In general, critics were complimentary about her work.  She received encouraging commentary
about her work included in the 1917 Six American Women exhibition with Mary Cassatt, Alice
Schille, etc.:  
Helen Turner's work is of quite impressive sincerity . . . . More than any other paintings in the
room, they show the influence of the pale cast of thought, sometimes to the hurt of their
virility; and they tend to a monotone gray relieved by only one or two spots of color.  Yet all
are interesting and well conceived.  "Mother and Child" and "Reflections" are very worthy
achievements, but above all, I admire "New England Woman," which has a close affinity to
that masterpiece of Edith Wharton, "Ethan Frome."130
The comments about the “pale cast of thought” and the “hurt of their virility” imply that
too much female emotional content jeopardized the strength or "virility" of the paintings.  The
comparison of Turner's painting New England Woman of 1915 (Fig. A. 46) to Edith Wharton's
Ethan Frome of 1911, must be referring to the icy character, Zenobia Frome.  Turner and
Wharton (1862-1937) were both born within a few years of each other and were active in the
early years of the twentieth century.  Wharton and her characters (for the most part) were of the
upper reaches of society, whereas Turner and her subjects (for the most part) were modest and
unassuming women. 
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CHAPTER TEN
RETURN TO NEW ORLEANS
I. PAINTING PORTRAITS AND INVOLVEMENT IN THE ART COMMUNITY
While living in New York, Turner traveled home on occasion to visit her family in New
Orleans.  She spent several months in New Orleans during the winter of 1924-25, perhaps to
escape the harsh winter climate.  A number of artists, including Wayman Adams of Indiana,
came to New Orleans during winter months to escape colder climates.  
During the 1924-25 visit, she painted a graceful three-quarter length portrait entitled Miss
Babian in Black (Fig. A. 47).  Babian was an actress and Turner may have met and arranged for
her to pose through her connections with Le Petit Théâtre du Vieux Carré.  A peacock-blue
ribbon on Babian’s dress and a red necklace stand out against the black dress and lace shawl and
the white of her skin.  She holds a peacock fan in one hand as the other arm is gracefully placed
on the mantel of the fireplace.  The figure is close to the picture plane and commands attention.
Perhaps Turner had Whistler in mind when she created this work.  She may have seen his
paintings at the Tate Gallery on one of her European trips. Miss Babian shares compositional
elements with Whistler's image of Jo Hiffernan in the three-quarter length painting called
Symphony in White, No. 2: The Little White Girl, of 1864 (Fig. A. 48).  Similar to Babian,
Hiffernan stands with her arm draped on a mantel and in the other hand holds a fan.  Both
paintings contain floral arrangements partially cropped from the image and decorative mantel
items; in Whistler's painting there is a blue and white porcelain vase and in Turner's composition
a clock and a small marble statue. 
131Undocumented newspaper article, February 1924, artist scrapbook, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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Turner's work was highly regarded in New Orleans.  When she participated in the New
Orleans Art Association's annual exhibition at the Delgado Museum of Art in February of 1925,
a newspaper reviewer wrote:
Helen M. Turner, now of New York, but originally of New Orleans, sends the most
important contributions to the exhibition “Golden Hours,” “Battledore and Shuttlecock” and
“The Morning Hour.”  Miss Turner has won recognition as one of the foremost figure
painters of the day.131
While in New York, Turner had continued her connection with the art community in New
Orleans.  She was in touch with the Woodward brothers whom she had known since her early
days of training back in the late 1880s.  The Woodwards were extremely influential in New
Orleans and contributed greatly to the city as teachers, artists, and promoters of art.  In her
painting record book, Turner wrote that her painting Coral, an interior image of a young woman
reading at her dressing table, was collected by the Woodward brothers for an exhibition that
would be held by the Concord Art Association in Massachusetts in 1925.
In 1926 Turner closed down her apartment in New York and made Louisiana her primary
residence.  A major traveling exhibition of her work was touring the country and she was
receiving good reviews and attention for her work. Upon moving back to New Orleans, she
embarked on a directed effort to market her skills as a portrait painter. 
She was asked to become an instructor at the New Orleans Arts and Crafts Club and held
the position for one year from 1926 to 1927.  The other faculty members included artists Daniel
W. Whitney, Albert Rieker, E. Gerry Peirce, Elizabeth Hamlin Black, William P. Spratling,
Clarence Millet, Marjorie Callender, and Evelyn Gladney.  Founded in 1921, the Arts and Crafts
132Diary, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
133Entry on James Brander Matthews from Encyclopedia.com website.
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Club strove to keep artists aware of international trends in art. However, in the early 1920s, the
focus was still on genteel impressionism as exemplified by the Woodward brothers. It would not
be until the late 1920s and early 1930s that anything that could be considered avant-garde would
appear.  Turner was also involved in exhibitions held by the Southern States Art League and the
New Orleans Artists Association as an exhibitor and as a juror.
 The 1926-27 traveling exhibition with thirty-one of her paintings met with large
audiences and enthusiasm at the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston. There seemed to be a good
market of wealthy patrons for her work in Houston and Dallas.  In one of her diary entries she
mentions meeting Miss Ima Hogg, the heiress-philanthropist, at a barbeque.132  Some of the
Texas portraits she painted in 1927 include Mrs. T. R. Griffiths, Mrs. J. Willis Slaughter, and
Mrs. Charles Robertson.
In 1926, Turner painted a series of portraits important in her career. One of the most
acclaimed was of James Brander Matthews (1852-1926, Fig. A. 49), a respected author and
teacher who was born in New Orleans.  He was a faculty member at Columbia University while
Turner was enrolled at Teachers College.  He began teaching there in 1891, and in 1900 became
the first professor of dramatic literature at an American university.  He was well known in
theatrical and literary circles in New York, Paris, and London and had great deal of influence on
playwriting between 1890 to 1915.133  This painting would receive awards at the National Arts
Club in 1927 and the Isaac Maynard Prize at the National Academy of Design, also in 1927.  
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Another 1926 portrait was of Florence Sloane (Fig. A. 50), Turner’s devoted patron in
Norfolk, Virginia. Her depiction of Sloane is not idealized. She suggests the sitter’s material
wealth in the jewelry and lace collar, along with warmth and depth of personality. Turner painted
the portrait in New York in the studio of her friend Harriet Frishmuth (1880-1980). She also
painted Frishmuth’s portrait at the time (Fig. A. 51).  Frishmuth, an accomplished sculptor who
had studied at the École des Beaux-Arts and with Rodin, had a selection of sculptures touring
with Turner's traveling exhibition of paintings.
In 1927, Turner was honored by being selected to jury the Carnegie Institute's 25th
International Exhibition. It is impressive that she was the only woman among ten on the jury of
seven American and three European artists.  The Americans were Wayman Adams, Gifford Beal,
Howard Giles, Charles W. Hawthorne, George Oberteuffer, and Walter Ufer. Giovanni
Romagnoli of Italy, Charles Sims of London and Pierre Bonnard of Paris were the European
jurors. It is interesting to note that the first place that year went to Henri Matisse, who had
participated in the Armory Show and whose work was considered avant-garde in 1927. The 
"popular" prize went to Gari Melchers.
In 1928, Turner was commissioned to create portraits of several wealthy New Orleanians. 
Helen McClellan (Fig. A. 52), a sophisticated young woman, is outfitted in elegant 1920s-style,
in a simple black velvet dress and long strand of pearls.  Instead of a plain brushy background,
Turner centers her between works of art. The colors are reserved.  Another commissioned work,
quite different in style in a pastel palette, is of Virginia Claiborne (Fig. A. 53) posed outdoors
with her little white dog.  Claiborne's depiction is of a demure debutante in a fancy dress with a
large sash and a ladylike strand of pearls.
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In 1929, Turner painted a portrait of a young girl named Nenette Denegre (Fig. A. 54). 
They became acquainted through mutual friends at Metairie Park Country Day School, where
Denegre was a student.  Nenette Denegre Reed remembered walking through Audubon Park to
pose for Turner and how energetic the artist was. She also recalled eating the apple while posing
and holding it bite-side down in her lap. Denegre was interested in art herself and remarked that
Turner talked with her about art and that Turner’s energy and enthusiasm in the experience
affected her decision to be an artist.  Nenette Denegre attended Newcomb College where she
studied art with Caroline Durieux, Will Henry Stevens, and Xavier Gonzalez.
Turner painted the portrait of a sophisticated woman, Matilda Gray, in Lake Charles,
Louisiana in 1926 and would continue to paint portraits of New Orleanians such as her brother,
George Hancock Turner, her cousin, Margaret Todd, and family friends, including Mrs. William
Stone Leake in 1928.
Later, in 1930, Turner spent several months in Mexico.  In Louisiana there had been a
longstanding interest in Mexico by the artists of the city.  New Orleans was also a popular
jumping-off point for artists outside the region on their way to Mexico.  Following the revolution
that lasted from 1910-17, artists were flocking to Mexico, lured by the low cost of living, the
fascinating Pre-Columbian ruins, and the atmosphere of revolution. 
The Mexican Mural Renaissance also inspired many American artists to travel to
Mexico.  Mural projects featuring Mexican artists were happening in the United States and
exhibitions of Mexican art and culture were taking place at major American museums.  Some of
the artists who traveled to Mexico include Marsden Hartley, Elizabeth Catlett, Charles White,
134Morning Tribune, New Orleans, 1 September 1930, n.p., HMT artist file, THNOC.
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Milton Avery, George Overbury "Pop" Hart, René D'Harnoncourt, Marion Greenwood and Alice
Schille.
Louisiana artists were among the many to travel to Mexico.  Caroline Durieux had moved
there because of her husband's business. Her involvement in the artist community led her to
begin creating prints and become acquainted with Diego Rivera. William Spratling (1900-1967),
who was in the architecture department at Tulane University and who taught with Turner at the
Arts and Crafts Club in 1926-27, began traveling to Mexico during the summers in 1926, and
moved there permanently in 1929.  Spratling, who had been involved in the literary and artistic
circles in New Orleans, got involved with Diego Rivera and his circle in Mexico. Spratling
helped to arrange an exhibition of Rivera's work at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York.  In 1931 U.S. Ambassador Dwight Morrow, who lived in a sprawling home in
Cuernavaca, suggested to Spratling that the town of Taxco had silver mines and that there had
not been any business development of these resources.  Spratling launched a silver business
incorporating his designs with Pre-Columbian motifs.  His tremendous success earned him the
reputation as the "Father of Mexican Silver."
Perhaps Spratling had inspired members of the Arts and Crafts Club to travel to
Cuernavaca during the summer of 1930. Turner was seventy-three years old when she made the
trip. The Morning Tribune of New Orleans reported that Turner, Charles Bein, Marjorie
Callender, Olive Leonhardt, and Gertrude Roberts Smith had adventures and pleasant times in
the “land of Tobosco and Tarantulas.”134  While in Mexico, Turner created a series of ten or so
works that were a real departure for her.  They were images of local people, such as women
1351926 diary, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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washing clothes, and scenes of buildings and courtyards surrounded with palms. Mexican
Woman of 1930 shows a new stage in her career in portraiture.  It is tinged with realism, with a
dark palette, and little attention is given to the capturing the effects of light. The woman is
cloaked in a dark blue reboso set against a muted sage green background. Perhaps Turner had
observed the woman, who is surrounded with pineapples, in the marketplace.  She captures the
woman’s striking facial features. The images from Mexico were unlike anything she had done
previously.  The only element that remained constant was her loose brushstroke.  It was a good
experience for her and she was able to display the works she created on the trip in exhibitions in
the next few years at the National Arts Club in New York in 1931 and the Pennsylvania
Academy for the Fine Arts in 1931 and 1933.
It was perhaps through her association with the Arts and Crafts Club that she knew
architect Richard Koch (1889-1971).  Koch had received his training at Tulane University and
like Spratling, was on the faculty of the architecture department there.  He is known for
spearheading the preservation movement in the French Quarter in New Orleans.  This became an
interest for Turner as well. In 1926, Koch helped Turner look for an apartment and studio in the
French Quarter and advised her that fifty dollars a month was too high for an apartment in
Madame John's Legacy.135  She found a place at 717 St. Peter Street, where she resided until
moving into her studio in the property of a family friend on Broadway in the Garden District. 
Turner loved the French Quarter.  One of her beliefs about preserving the charm of the
Quarter involved jazz.  Her outspoken criticism denouncing jazz is humorous in the reality that
136"Vieux Carré can be developed into a fine art center, if saved from Jazz, says Miss Turner,"
undocumented New Orleans newspaper, fall 1925, n.p., HMT artist file, THNOC.
137"Little Theater Acquires Miss Turner's Fine Portrait of Its Founder, Mrs. Nixon,"New Orleans: Item-
Tribune, 3 August c. 1930, n.p., HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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jazz has become such a cultural phenomenon.136  As she saw it, jazz was an insidious element
adding to the decay of the French Quarter. She said of the French Quarter, "Keep jazz out of it. 
Nothing will ruin it more quickly." 
Turner was a supporter of Le Petit Théâtre du Vieux Carré, which was founded in 1818,
and is the oldest community theater in the United States. Turner painted a portrait of its founder,
Mrs. Oscar Nixon, in 1930.  A newspaper photograph of the painting shows an unflattering
image of Mrs. Nixon. Turner did not gloss-over her subjects.  The newspaper review of the
painting was complimentary.137  In 1932, Turner was made an honorary member of the theater
for "her distinguished service to art."  A painting hangs in the theater of Mrs. Nixon today, but it
is not the one Turner painted; it is a younger, more attractive version, and Turner's painting is not
there anymore.
The Reed Gallery, founded 1933, represented Turner’s work and held an exhibition in
1936. It is not known how well the exhibition did financially in New Orleans during the
Depression.
A 1931 article describing the works that would be sent to represent Louisiana at a
world’s-fair-type exhibition in New York, gives an idea of the artists who were considered New
Orleans's leading artists. It reported that painting would be represented by Paul Ninas, Xavier
Gonzalez, and Myron Lechay; Sculpture by Duncan Ferguson, Angela Gregory and Enrique
Alférez; and graphic art by Caroline Durieux, Ellsworth Woodward, and John McCrady.  The
138W. M. Darling, "Pen, Chisel and Brush,” Times-Picayune, 22 January 1931, HMT artist file, THNOC.
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same article reviewed an exhibition of Louisiana artists at the State Exhibits Museum in
Shreveport and referred to the paintings of Clarence Millet and Helen Turner as a "capable,
sincere, skillful utilization of a somewhat outmoded method."138
This commentary shows that by 1931, impressionism had become outmoded even in New
Orleans.  Turner continued to paint portraits.  She painted an attorney, Mr. St. Denis Villere, in
1931, and in 1934 a New Orleans judge named James McConnell (Fig. A. 55).  This work is
more formal than any of her previous work.  McConnell has a serious expression with his raised-
eyebrow stare. Turner may have modeled the work after portraits that Molinary did of several
Louisiana Supreme Court justices. Evidently, McConnell's portrait was commissioned for a very
conservative client.  It is now in the collection of Tulane University.
Turner was approaching her eightieth birthday in 1938 when she painted Portrait of a
Lady (Fig. A. 56) in subdued shades of golden brown with touches of blue.  The figure of the
woman is clearly delineated, in an outline that separates her form from the shapes of the door
and bookshelves that create the background. Turner portrays an intelligent woman, sitting at a
writing desk with books, posing modestly. 
Another portrait done in the late thirties was of fellow New Orleans artist, Nell Pomeroy
O'Brien (Fig. A. 57).  O'Brien was a portrait painter herself who was doing well professionally;
among the sitters for her portraits were Governor and Mrs. Richard Leche.  O'Brien is painted in
a traditional manner in a dark brown coat and a cream-colored hat.  There is a far-away quality
in her expression and her hands are folded serenely. 
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Fig. 7. Turner and Joe Donaldson at exhibition, 1941
© Collection of The New Orleans Public Library
During the
Depression years,
there was a flourish
of art in New
Orleans, with artists
participating in
various programs
that paid them
through Roosevelt’s
New Deal, such as
the Works Progress
Administration. 
Helen Turner was not a WPA artist, but the program stimulated the arts in New Orleans and
involved interaction with local artists in exhibitions.  She participated in an exhibition at the
Roosevelt Hotel celebrating National Arts Week in 1941.  The exhibition was juried by Paul Cox
and Albert Rieker.  Turner is pictured with WPA artist Joe Donaldson (Fig. 7) as they look at her
entry in the exhibition Sunny Room - Model Posing of 1924 (Fig. A. 38).  Next to Turner’s 
painting is a prime example of the work that was currently in mode, a painting by Caroline
Durieux, in her satirical style, of two African American women walking along a levee. 
Depictions of local people and places were part of the Regionalist art popular across the country
at this time. Turner's image of an elegant lady in a graceful interior was decidedly outmoded in
139July 29, 1942 Letter to Mary Harley, HMT artist file, Cragsmoor Free Library.
140Ibid. 
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the Depression. The style of her painting was as out-of-sync as her fancy gilded Newcomb-
Maklin frame, hung on a burlap wall.
Helen Turner was involved in exhibitions in New Orleans with the Arts and Crafts Club,
the Artists Association, and the regional organization, the Southern States Art League. She had
many friendships with New Orleans artists. A number of artists would follow in her footsteps at
the Art Students League, including Clarence Millet and A. J. Drysdale.   A newspaper writer
noted that Turner had been helpful to Angela Gregory, Nell Pomeroy O'Brien, and Ella Miriam
Wood early in their careers. No specific examples of how she did this exist, but she
unquestionably provided encouragement as a female role model who forged a successful career.
II.  LATER YEARS
In July of 1942, Turner wrote a letter from New Orleans to her friend Mary Harley,
noting that her Cragsmoor house was sold quickly and that “it was all over with so quickly that I
even now can’t realize that I am no longer one of the community at Cragsmoor.”139 
At age eighty-four, it must have been difficult for Turner to know that she would likely
not return to Cragsmoor.  The summers in New Orleans were oppressive in contrast to the cool
breezes of the Shawangunk Mountains.  In a summer letter to Harley, she wrote that the daily
average was between ninety-five and ninety-eight degrees, and that when turning on the tap in
her home “the water could be more refreshing, did it not feel as if it had come out of a tea
kettle.”140  In an upbeat way she mentions that she has had little energy or strength.
141March 11, 1945 Letter to Mrs. Fred Habermann, ibid.
142Whitesell’s photograph of Turner is in the collection of THNOC.
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Several years later, she corresponded with the new owner of Takusan describing the
arrival of spring in New Orleans, showing her enduring enthusiasm for flowers and gardens:
The whole city for miles everywhere along every street is abloom with the brilliant azaleas
- beautiful rose color and dark crimson bloom - then a little later we will have the beautiful
crepe myrtle - also a shrub - about the same color as the azaleas - after them come the
oleanders - so there is a continual procession of brilliant flowers - but we have very few
garden flowers like the phlox and no lovely delphinium, my favorite.141
Apparently, a five-year hiatus took place in her work beginning around the time she
closed down her home at Cragsmoor. In the late summer of 1946, she painted a portrait of a New
Orleans character, the famous photographer Joseph Woodson “Pops” Whitesell (1876-1958),
whose home and studio was located at 726 St. Peter Street.  Whitesell, in return, created a
photograph of Turner in 1946 (Fig. A. 58).142   An article about the painting, including a photo of
Whitesell holding the portrait (Fig. A. 59) appeared in a New Orleans newspaper.  His charming
personality and beautiful French Quarter courtyard attracted artists and writers, people like
Alexander Brooks, Wayman Adams, Sherwood Anderson, and many others. Whitesell, a native
of Indiana, came to New Orleans after World War I and started working as a photographer and
achieved great success.  In 1946, the Smithsonian Institution held an exhibition of his works.
His persona made him irresistible as a subject.  More than twenty-five artists ranging
from Harry Nolan, Nell Pomeroy O’Brien, Ben Ploger, Wayman Adams, and Xavier Gonzalez
were among the artists who had previously painted his likeness. A description of him explains
his appeal:
“Pops” is a little man, barely over 100 pounds in weight, and bent in the shape of the letter S. 
he has long silver hair that stands in a kewpie curl on top of his head and frames a face that
143  Virginia Taylor, Times-Picayune New Orleans States Magazine, 29 February 1948, 6-7.
144Letter from Lewis P. Skidmore, 15 August 1946, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
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might belong to a mischievous cherub . . .  His dancing, beady eyes peek through the tops of
glasses that hang precariously on the end of his nose.143
The Pops Whitesell portrait was a great comeback for Turner.  She was nearing her
eighty-eighth birthday as she finished it.   In creating this portrait, she surprised herself as well as
her friends.  Five years earlier, she had packed up her brushes and told them her career was over. 
Even from the newspaper photograph, it is possible to determine that Turner’s portrait of
“Pops” was a successful in capturing his likeness and personality.  She had only created a
handful of male portraits during her career, but she captures the depth and charm of Whitesell.
The image glows with natural light that falls on his gray hair and catches a reflection on his
glasses.  His white shirt is partially in sunlight and shadow.  She depicts the wrinkled brow of an
intelligent and straight-shooting man.  
She was evidently pleased with the work and sent the newspaper article to her old friend,
Lewis P. Skidmore, director of the High Museum of Art in Atlanta.  He wrote her back, saying,
“We were happy to get your letter and fine news clipping - evidently Going Strong! Don’t let the
grass grow under your feet!” The portrait of “Pop[s]” is fine and having met him, I can say
fine.144  Unfortunately, the location of the Whitesell painting is unknown.
Turner continued to paint.  A December 12, 1948 Times-Picayune article showed a
photograph of her painting at age ninety, saying that “her hand was still steady though her
eyesight was dim.” The latest known work dates from 1949, so it is difficult to judge how this
altered perception affected the colors and composition of her work.  The article also announced
145Exhibition catalogue from New Orleans Museum of Art, HMT collection records, New Orleans Museum
of Art. The essay was mistaken in stating that she was the first woman National Academician. She was the fourth.
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that an exhibition of her work would be taking place at the Delgado Museum in February of 1949.
The Delgado exhibition included thirty-one works.  It had been twenty years since a solo
exhibition of her work had been presented at a museum.  Among the works were portraits of her
brother, George H. Turner, and her sister, Laurette P. Turner, from the museum’s permanent
collection.  Also included was a portrait of her cousin, Mrs. James Todd, and four paintings from
her 1930 trip to Mexico. There were still-life paintings and interiors.  All the works were
borrowed locally with the exception of two paintings borrowed from the Museum of Fine Arts in
Houston.  The exhibition did not contain any of her magnificent images such as Morning; Girl
with Lantern; The Flower Girl; Pauline, A Little Friend of Mine; The Young Mother; or any of
her lovely miniatures.
The exhibition catalogue had a somewhat condescending essay. The gist of the two
paragraphs was that although she had reached great success, her works were now very much out
of style.  Director Alonzo Lansford's comments read:
Miss Turner, a native New Orleanian, has seen both the War Between the States and her 90th
birthday.  In between these milestones, she became the first woman to be elected a National
Academician, and one of the nation’s most successful portrait painters.  Her lyric and
soundly constructed canvases were in great demand (even to the point of having one or two
of them stolen - perhaps the supreme compliment) and a substantial number of them have
been acquired for important public collections, including those of the National Academy of
Design, the Corcoran Gallery, Duncan Phillips Memorial Gallery and a number of Southern
museums.
Popular tastes in art are not unlike those in ladies’ hats: Some will find in Miss Turner’s
paintings a nostalgic reminder of the past; others, more impatient, will consider them “old
hat.”  It is always well to remember, however, that vogues in taste occur and recur, and what
happened to the Princess Eugenie hat and, for that matter, the bustle and the stomacher,
eventually happens in paintings, too.145
146"Her Art's Still Young and Gay," Courier Journal (Louisville, KY), 6 March 1949, n.p.
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Judging from the director’s comments, the Delgado Museum held the exhibition of
Turner’s work as a tribute to her accomplishments and the stature she had obtained in her career. 
The museum must have felt it necessary to comment on the outmoded quality of her work in
order to uphold its reputation as an institution current in its outlook on art.
In post-war years, a great shift was taking place in art in the United States. In the late
1940s and early 1950s, artists like Hans Hofmann and Jackson Pollock were liberating
themselves from conventional geometric abstraction and the need to create recognizable images.
In the free and dramatic application of paint, the act of painting was becoming central to the
work itself.  All of this stood in direct opposition to Helen Turner’s reflective, harmonious
interiors and landscapes.
Helen Turner had no reservations about saying what she thought about the changing face
of art in America. She was consistent in her disregard for innovative creative expression—she
was equally "disgusted" about abstract art as she had been about Jazz in the French Quarter and 
was quoted in several articles on the subject.
Several newspaper articles about Turner written later in her life describe her vehement
dislike of modern art.  One newspaper writer stated that Turner showed her distaste in what she
called “Modern Art, written with a capital M, capital A” as “ugly, hideous, incomprehensible!”  
but added that Turner was in favor of the artists “wielding brushes in the crumbling French
Quarter,” namely John McCrady and his school.146 
Her opposition was specifically toward nonrepresentational modern art.  In a 1948 Times-
Picayune newspaper article entitled “Modern Art—Bah,” in her scrapbook at the New-York
147Meigs O. Frost, "Modern Art—Bah!," Times-Picayune, 12 December 1948, n.p., scrapbook, HMT
Papers, N-YHS.
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Historical Society, Turner wrote across it, “I did not approve at all of this article—very little of
this expresses me.”147  In the article it says Turner “disdainfully dismisses Modern Art”and she is
quoted: 
“Pablo Picasso!” she said.  “Things like Girl Before a Mirror and Ma Jolie!  The only thing
that reconciles me to my fading eyesight is that I do not have to look at paintings like that. 
Things like Miro’s Person Throwing a Stone at a Bird, things like Roualt’s [sic] Three
Judges.  It upsets me to hear daubs like that called paintings.  And the young ‘up-and-
coming’ artists who try to model after them.  I call it disgusting.”
Her disapproving comment probably refers to the writer’s definition of modern, that
meant something very different to him than it did to her.  Had he used the term abstract instead
of modern, she might have agreed with it.
Turner was very much aligned with the European-trained, academy-minded artists of the
turn-of-the-century who were intolerant of the new wave of expression that began following the
Armory Show.  She had worked hard in her academic training, and abstraction seemed to deride
the things that she valued in art.  Earlier in the century, in addition to many of the academic
artists who spoke against the Armory Show, the general public also expressed feelings of scorn
and disrespect for the new wave of modernism.
At ninety, Turner had outlived the great majority of the artists who clung to the academic
tradition. She stood faithful to her teacher Kenyon Cox, who is remembered more for his role as
an opponent of modern art than for his paintings or teaching career.  In an excerpt from his
response to The Armory Show in Harper's Weekly, he wrote:
Of course I cannot pretend to have approached the exhibition entirely without prejudice. 
One cannot have studied and practiced an art for forty years without the formation of some
opinionseven of some convictions.  But I remembered the condemnation of Corot and
148  Kenyon Cox. “The Modern Spirit in Art, Some Reflections Inspired by the Recent International
Exhibition,” Harper’s Weekly, 15 March 1913.
149Nancy Matthews, “Mary Cassatt and the Changing Face of The ‘Modern Woman’ in the Impressionist
Era,” Crosscurrents in American Impressionism (Athens: University of Georgia, 1996), 39.
1501926 diary, HMT Papers, N-YHS.
151HMT questionnaire, HMT artist file, National Academy of Design.
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Millet by Gerome and Cabanel; I remembered the natural conservatism of middle age; I took
to heart the admonition of the preface of the catalogue, that “to be afraid of what is different
or unfamiliar is to be afraid of life.”  I meant to make a genuine effort to sort out these
people, to distinguish their different aims and doctrines, to take notes and to analyze, to treat
them seriously if disapprovingly.  I cannot do it.  Nor can I laugh.  This is not amusing; it is
heartrending and sickening.  I was quoted the other day as having said that the human race is
rapidly approaching insanity.  I never said it, but if I were convinced that this is really
“modern art” and that these men are representative of our time, I should be constrained to
believe it.148
By reading Cox’s viewpoint, it is possible to understand Turner’s reaction. Turner was
not the only artist who was not open to the modern evolution of abstract art.  Mary Cassatt felt
that artists were using the notoriety as means to perpetuate meaningless styles and expressed this
by saying, “No sound artist ever looked except with scorn at these cubists and Matisse."149
One of the modern artists Turner admired was Whistler, whose work has been referred to
as a precursor of modern abstraction.  On a 1926 trip to Washington, D.C., she stopped by the
Freer Gallery and wrote in her diary that she was “thrilled by the Whistlers.”150  Whistler’s work
was based on the elements of a composition or representing a pictorial design.  He wanted his
work to be free of meaning or moral, saying “Art should be independent of all claptrap.”
Claptrap was a word Turner also used to describe the abstract art she disliked.  She
wrote: “[I am] very much interested in modern art, and greatly enjoy the best of it, but [I am]
intolerant of the claptrap and the hangers on.”151  She titled one of her paintings Arrangement in
152Ibid.
153Alberta Collier, Times-Picayune, 14 November 1957, 41.
154Times-Picayune, 1 February 1958, 1-2.
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Dark and Light (Fig. A. 60) in the manner of Whistler's titles, such as Arrangement in Gray and
Black No. 1, of 1872, better known as “Whistler’s Mother.”
Whistler and the impressionists shared an interest in Japanese prints.  Like many artists
of her time, Turner created a painting of a woman in Japanese dress, titled Girl in a Red Kimono,
and listed it as one of her most important paintings in a questionnaire she completed for the
National Academy of Design. Unfortunately, its location is unknown and it has not been
reproduced.152 
As the exhibition closed at the Delgado Museum in February of 1949, Turner was
working, from memory, on a landscape painting of her home at Cragsmoor.  She was ninety
years old and her eyesight and hearing were badly deteriorated. This was most likely her last
painting, and its location is unknown.
Turner's cousin, Mrs. James Todd, held a birthday party in honor of Turner's ninety-ninth
birthday in November of 1957.  Artist and art critic Alberta Collier's article in the Times-
Picayune stated that "enthusiasm for living lit up her face." 153 Just a few months later, her
obituary would read, "The world of art lost one of its most beloved citizens today with the death
of Miss Turner, who celebrated her ninety-ninth birthday last November and whose career
spanned more than 70 years."154
155Milton Brown, American Art (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1985), 310.
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Fig. 8. Helen M. Turner, n.d.
© The Historic New Orleans Collection
CONCLUSION
Art historian Milton Brown wrote, "an entire generation of painters born about 1860 were
influenced by Impressionism or remained faithful to it into the twentieth century."155  Helen
Turner was among this generation. She received excellent academic training in New Orleans and
New York over a period of seventeen years (1885-1902) and was introduced to impressionism
during its heyday in America.  She remained faithful to an impressionistic technique long after it
had become outmoded. Like most American impressionists, Turner's painting had an underlying
focus on form that was the result of her turn-of-the-century academic training.
Turner deserves
to be remembered for
her contribution to the
impressionist
movement. (Fig. 8) Her
paintings demonstrate
an inspired command
of color and an ability
to achieve beautiful
visual effects of light.
She created a
substantial body of work showing her versatile use of color in paintings ranging from brilliant
prismatic compositions to sophisticated tonal images in gray or golden brown.
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She illustrates the fact that women artists were actively participating in exhibitions and
contributing to art in the early twentieth century. She was one of many American impressionists
who chose the subject of women amid gardens and in relaxed interiors, images that were popular
in a time when American artists were distancing themselves from urban images and finding
retreats in country settings.
In consideration of her seventy-year career, there were many factors that influenced her
life's work.  Examining these influences gives perspective to her art and the time in which she
created these works.  
The earliest influences on her work begin with a tradition of art in her family.  Her
relation to John Pintard, who had founded the American Academy of Fine Arts in 1816, one of
the country's oldest art institutions, and the miniature portraits of her ancestors in her family's
possession, were important to her.  Her uncle's interest in art and the free classes she received at
the Artists’ Association in New Orleans enabled her to develop drawing skills and an affinity for
landscape painting which figured prominently in her early development. 
Her academic training at the Art Students League, Cooper Union, and Teachers College
enabled her to develop skills and come into contact with some the leading artists of the day.
Kenyon Cox helped her develop a great awareness of human form.  Douglas Volk guided her
ability in portraiture.  Arthur Wesley Dow instilled concepts of composition and esteem for the
Arts and Crafts Movement.  Her studies abroad with William Merritt Chase brought
opportunities to paint outdoors and introduced her to great European cities and American
expatriate artists like John Singer Sargent and Europeans like John Lavery who would affect her
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artistic sensibilities.  Perhaps the greatest source of inspiration would be her affiliation with the
art colony of Cragsmoor where she created her finest works. 
Turner was an extremely dedicated and hardworking artist. She was a trailblazer in her
path to lead a career as an artist.  Like many of her contemporaries, she was not very forward-
thinking about approaches to art or music that broke from traditional concepts, as demonstrated
by her dislike of jazz and modern non-representational art.  In the example of her life, however,
she was open-minded as she strove for new territory and set a strong example of a successful
professional artist, in a time when this was not the traditional path for a woman. Additionally, in
her role as a teacher, she helped other artists to express themselves creatively and to pursue their
own careers.
The attached lists of her paintings in museum collections and her exhibition history
illustrate a segment of her body of work and how active she was in participating in exhibitions. 
Helen M. Turner significantly contributed to the movement of impressionism in America.
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APPENDIX A.
ADDITIONAL FIGURES
Fig. A. 1.  Miss Augusta Brown, 1879,
 pencil and watercolor on paper, 22½  x 19½ inches,
© Collection of The New-York Historical Society
Fig. A. 2. Unknown artist, Eliza and Richard Davidson, circa 1820,  
7e x 9e inches, © Collection of The New-York Historical Society
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Fig. A. 3.  A Country Road, c. 1893, 
pencil on paper, 10f x 17 inches  
Collection of the Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia
Fig. A. 4.  Richard Clague, Jr.,  Farm in St. Tammany Parish, n.d., 
oil on canvas, 16 x 24 inches, Louisiana State University Museum of Art, 
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Groves
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Fig. A. 5.  Thomas Eakins, The Gross Clinic, 1875,
oil on canvas, 96 x 78 inches, Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia
Fig. A. 6.  Thomas P. Anshutz, Steelworkers–Noontime, circa 1882, 
oil on canvas, 18 x 24 inches, Private Collection
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Fig. A. 7.  Mrs. Lewis Palmer Skidmore, 1911, 
watercolor on ivory, 4½ x 3c inches, 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 1914
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Fig. A. 8.  Laurette Pintard Turner, 1901, 
watercolor on ivory, 2d x 1f inches, 
© Collection of The New-York Historical Society, Gift of the artist, 1935
Fig. A. 9.  Laurette Pintard Turner, circa 1903-05, 
watercolor on ivory, 4¼ x 3¼ inches,   
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Gift of Rosina Cox Boardman
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Fig. A. 10.  Margaret Regal, 1903, 
watercolor on ivory, 2¾  x 2e inches, 
© Collection of The New-York Historical Society, Gift of the artist, 1935
Fig. A. 11.  Lucy Armstrong, circa 1905, 
watercolor on ivory, 1½ x 2¼  inches, 
Private Collection
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Fig. A. 12.  Mother and Child, circa 1908, 
oil on canvas, 40 x 30c inches, 
Akron Art Museum, Bequest of Edwin C. Shaw
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Fig. A. 13.  Early Morning, 1917, 
oil on canvas, 8½ x 10½ inches,  
Private Collection
Fig. A. 14.  Rural Landscape, n.d. 
oil on canvas, 12 x 14 inches,  Jersey City Museum, New Jersey
115
Fig. A. 15.  In the Vegetable Garden, n.d., 
oil on canvas, 11¼ x 10¼ inches, Private Collection
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Fig. A. 16.  Orchard Cottage, 1908,
pastel on paper, 8  x 10 inches, 
Collection of the Cragsmoor Free Library, Cragsmoor, New York 
Fig. A. 17.  Takusan textile (hand-appliqued quilt), circa 1910, 
60 x 27 inches, Collection of the Cragsmoor Free Library, Cragsmoor, New York
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Fig. A. 18.  Charles Courtney Curran, On the Heights, 1909, 
oil on canvas, 30c x 30c  inches, 
Brooklyn Museum of Art, Gift of George D. Pratt
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Fig. A. 19.  Summer (Tea Party), circa 1912, 
oil on canvas, 31¼ x 40c inches, 
Tweed Museum of Art, University of Minnesota, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John Brickson, 1956
Fig. A. 20.  Frederick Carl Frieseke, The Garden Parasol, 1910,
oil on canvas, 57c x 77 inches,
North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh,
purchased with funds from the state of North Carolina
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Fig. A. 21.  Pauline, a Little Friend of Mine, 1912, 
oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inches, Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia
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Fig. A. 22.  Girl with Lantern, 1914, oil on canvas, 44 x 34 inches, 
Greenville County Museum of Art, Greenville, South Carolina, Museum Purchase 
with funds donated by the Friends of Helen M. Turner
Fig. A. 23.  Song of Summer, circa 1915, 
oil on canvas, 30 x 40 inches, Courtesy of the Charleston Renaissance Gallery, South Carolina
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Fig. A. 24.  Morning, 1919, 
oil on canvas, 34½ x 44½  inches, Zigler Museum of Art, Jennings, Louisiana
Fig. A. 25.  The Flower Girl, 1920, 
oil on canvas, 44 x 34 inches, 
The Detroit Institute of Arts,  
Gift of the National Academy of Design, Henry Ward Ranger Fund, 
photograph ©1984, The Detroit Institute of Arts
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Fig. A. 26.  Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine, 1923,
 oil on canvas, 35 x 43 inches, 
The Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, Virginia, Gift of W. B. S. Grandy
Fig. A. 27.  John Singer Sargent, Carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose, 1885-86, 
oil on canvas, 68½ x 60½ inches, Tate Gallery, London
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Fig. A. 28.  The Sisters, 1924, 
oil on canvas, 44 x 34 inches,  
Private Collection, Courtesy of Neal Auction Company, New Orleans, Louisiana
Fig. A. 29. Two Women, 1926, 
oil on canvas, 40 x 30c inches,  The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; 
museum purchase with funds provided by the Houston Friends of Art.
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Fig. A. 30.  The Footbath (The Toilet), 1917,
oil on canvas, 18¼ x 14¼ inches,
Tweed Museum of Art, University of Minnesota, Gift of Mrs. E. L. Tuohy
Fig. A. 31.  Morning News, 1915,
oil on canvas, 16 x 14 inches,  Jersey City Museum, New Jersey
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Fig. A. 32.  Mary Cassatt (American, 1844-1926), Le Figaro, 1878, 
oil on canvas, 39¾  x 32 inches, Private Collection
Fig. A. 33. Mary Cassatt (American 1844-1926), The Child’s Bath, 1893, 
oil on canvas, 39½ x 26 inches, 
© The Art Institute of Chicago, The Robert Waller Fund (1910.2)
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Fig. A. 34.  Alice in Wonderland, 1923, 
oil on canvas, 25 x 30 inches, Hermitage Foundation Museum, Norfolk, Virginia
Fig. A. 35.  Coral, 1919,
oil on canvas, 44 x 34 inches, The Speed Art Museum, Louisville, Kentucky, Gift of the Artist
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Fig. A. 36.  On a Rainy Day, 1918, 
oil on canvas, 16c x 12¼  inches, 
The Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C.
Fig. A. 37.  Sunny Room - The Long Shadow, 1922, 
oil on canvas, 24c x 20 3/16 inches, 
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Gift of the Isaac Delgado Museum of Art, 1950
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Fig. A. 38.  Sunny Room - Model Posing, 1924,
oil on canvas, 20 x 24 inches, Memphis Brooks Museum of Art
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Fig. A. 39.  Dr. Mary Harley, circa 1931,
oil on canvas, 23½ x 19½ inches, Sweet Briar College, Virginia
Fig. A. 40.  George Rufus Boynton, 1931, oil on canvas, 
30 x 25 inches, © Collection of  The New-York Historical Society
130
Fig. A. 41.  John Lavery, The Hammock, 1906, oil on canvas
131
Fig. A. 42.  Firelight, n.d., 
oil on canvas, 15¾ x 11 inches, Private Collection 
Fig. A. 43. The Debutante, 1916, oil on canvas, 
24 x 16 inches, The Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C. 
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Fig. A. 44.  The Young Mother No. 1, 1923,
oil on canvas, 23¾ x 18½ inches, 
High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia, Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bellman
 for the J. J. Haverty Collection in Memory of Miss Mary E. Haverty, 70.2
Fig. A. 45.  Edmund Tarbell, 
Girl Crocheting, 1904, oil on canvas, 30 x 25 inches, 
Canajoharie Library and Art Gallery, Canajoharie, New York
133
Fig. A. 46.  New England Woman, 1915, 
24 x 18 inches, Private Collection 
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Fig. A. 47.  Miss Babian in Black, 1924-25,
oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inches,  Montclair Art Museum, New Jersey, Gift of Mrs. Henry Lang
Fig. A. 48.  J. M. Whistler,  Symphony in White, No. 2: The Little White Girl, 1864, 
oil on canvas, 30 x 20 inches, 
Tate Gallery, London
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Fig. A. 49.  James Brander Matthews, 1926, 
oil on canvas, 40 x 30 inches, The New-York Historical Society 
© Collection of The New-York Historical Society
Fig. A. 50.  Mrs. William Sloane, 1926, 
oil on canvas, 29 x 25¼ inches,
Hermitage Foundation Museum, Norfolk, Virginia
136
Fig. A. 51.  Harriet Frishmuth, circa 1926, 
oil on canvas, 30c x 25¼  inches, 
Courtesy of the Syracuse University Art Collection
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Fig. A. 52. Helen le Grange McClellan, 1928, 
oil on canvas, 50¼ x 40 inches, 
The Historic New Orleans Collection, Gift of Mrs. Gustave Pitard
Fig. A. 53.  Virginia Claiborne, 1928,
oil on canvas, mounted on board, 40c x 32¼ inches, 
The Historic New Orleans Collection, Gift of Mrs. James Todd
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Fig. A. 54.  Nenette Denegre, 1929, 
oil on canvas, 30 x 25 inches, 
Collection of Nenette Denegre Reed
139
Fig. A. 55.  Judge James McConnell, 1934, 
oil on canvas, 37 x 32 inches, Tulane University Art Collection
Fig. A. 56.  Portrait of a Lady, 1938,
oil on canvas, 30 x 25 inches, The Ogden Museum of Southern Art, 
Gift of the Roger Houston Ogden Collection
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Fig. A. 57.  Nell Pomeroy O’Brien, n.d., 
oil on canvas, 29¾ x 24¾ inches, 
Private Collection
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Fig. A. 58. Photograph of Turner by Joseph Woodson “Pops” Whitesell, circa 1946
© The Historic New Orleans Collection 
Fig. A. 59.  Photograph of Joseph Woodson “Pops” Whitesell holding 
portrait by Turner, 1947
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Fig. A. 60.  Arrangement in Dark and Light, 1912, 
oil on canvas, 24 x 18 inches,  Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
Gift of Dr. and Mrs. George Woodward, 1939 (1039.007.017)
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APPENDIX B.
LIST OF WORKS IN MUSEUM AND INSTITUTIONAL COLLECTIONS
Abbreviated Citations: Institutions
Cragsmoor:  Cragsmoor Free Library, Cragsmoor, New York
Corcoran:  Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
GCAG:  Grand Central Art Galleries, New York
HMA:  High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia
NAD:  National Academy of Design, New York
N-YHS:  The New-York Historical Society
PAFA:  Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia
Abbreviated Citations: Exhibitions
Paintings by Six American Women, 1917-18 (hereafter, Six American Women, 1917-18)
organized by the City Art Museum, St. Louis, Mo., and traveled to Pittsburgh, Pa.; Cleveland,
Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio; Kansas City; St. Louis, Mo.; Rochester N.Y.; and Muskegon, Mich.
Paintings by Helen M. Turner, N.A., 1926-27 (hereafter, Paintings by HMT 1926-27)
Traveled to New York, N.Y.;  Houston, Tex.; Dallas, Tex.; Norfolk, Va.; Detroit, Mich.;
Cleveland, Ohio; and Indianapolis, In.
A Century of Women Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979 (hereafter, Women Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979)
Cragsmoor Free Library and Cragsmoor Volunteer Fire Company, Cragsmoor, N.Y.
Helen M. Turner, N.A. (1858-1958) A Retrospective Exhibition, 1983-84 (hereafter, Cragsmoor
Retrospective, 1983-84) Organized by the Cragsmoor Free Library, traveled to Akron, Ohio;
Jersey City, N.J.; Owensboro, Ky.; Monroe, La.
Akron Art Museum, Ohio
Mother and Child, c. 1908, o/c, 40 x 30c"
Provenance: Purchased by Edwin C. Shaw from GCAG, New York, 1923; Bequest of Shaw to
the Akron Art Institute, 1955
Exhibition History:  Corcoran Annual 1914;  Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San
Francisco, 1915;  Six American Women, 1917-18;  GCAG, New York, 1923;  Cragsmoor
Retrospective, 1983-84;  The Edwin C. Shaw Collection of American Impressionist and Tonalist
Paintings, Akron Art Museum, 1983
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Tennessee
Sunny Room - Model Posing, 1924, o/c, 20 x 24"
Provenance: Donated by HMT, through the Isaac Delgado Museum of Art, 1950
Exhibition History: Allied Artists, New York, Feb. 1925;  GCAG, 1925;  Women’s Fair,
Chicago, 1925;  American Federation of the Arts, tour 1925-26; Opening exhibition, High
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Museum of Art, Atlanta, 1926;  Paintings by HMT, 1926-27;  Reed Gallery, New Orleans, 1936; 
Paintings by Helen Turner, N.A., Delgado Museum of Art, 1949; Cragsmoor Retrospective,
1983-84
Chrysler Museum of Art, Norfolk, Virginia
Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine, 1923, o/c, 35 x 43"
Provenance: Donated by W. B. S. Grandy to the Norfolk Museum of Arts in 1927
Exhibition History:  PAFA Annual 1924; Art Institute of Chicago Annual 1924;  Detroit Institute
of Arts 1924;  American Federation of Arts tour, 1925-26;  Commemorative Exhibition by
Members of the NAD, 1825-1925, Corcoran 1925 and GCAG, 1926;  Paintings by HMT, 1926-
27; Three Hundred Years of American Art in The Chrysler Museum, Chrysler Museum, 1976;
Women Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84;  Artistic Transitions:
From the Academy to Impressionism in American Art, 25th Anniversary Exhibition, The
Cummer Gallery of Art, Jacksonville, Fl., 1987; American Women Artists, 1830-1930, National
Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington, D.C. 1987; traveled to Minneapolis, Minn.,
Hartford, Conn., San Diego, and Dallas, Tex. 1988
Cragsmoor Free Library, Cragsmoor, New York
Lacwellyn Hill, 1910, pastel on paper, 16½ x 13"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1923
Exhibition History: n.a.
Orchard Cottage, 1908, pastel on paper, 8 x 10"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1923
Exhibition History: n.a.
Takusan; Post Office; and Untitled (a nature scene) 
Textiles (hand-appliqued quilts), c. 1910, 60 x 27"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1923
Exhibition History: n.a.
The Detroit Institute of Arts, Michigan
The Flower Girl, 1920, o/c, 44 x 34"
Provenance: Gift of the NAD, Henry Ward Ranger Fund, 1921
Exhibition History:  NAD Annual 1921; NAD, Henry Ward Ranger Centennial Exhibition 1858-
1958, 1958; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84 (Cragsmoor and Akron only)
Greenville County Museum of Art, Greenville, South Carolina
Girl with Lantern, 1914, o/c, 44 x 34"
Provenance: Purchased by Corcoran from HMT in 1914; deaccessioned in 1957; sold at Coleman
Auctions, N.Y. to an unspecified dealer who sold the painting to Marceil R. Thomas of
Dushmore, Pa.; sold by Thomas to the Friends of Helen M. Turner for the Greenville County
Museum of Art in 1988.
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Exhibition History: Corcoran Annual 1914;  Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San
Francisco, 1915; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84;  Eight Southern Women, GCMA, S.C. 
and Gibbes Art Gallery, Charleston, S.C., 1986; Impressionism and the South, GCMA, 1988;
Impressionism in Context, GCMA, 2001-2002
Hermitage Foundation Museum, Norfolk, Virginia
Alice in Wonderland, 1923, o/c, 25 x 30" 
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs.William Sloane from GCAG
Exhibition History:  NAD Annual 1924, Opening exhibition, High Museum of Art, Atlanta,
Georgia, 1926;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
The Boudoir Mirror, n.d. (pre-1926), o/c, 27 x 20"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: n.a.
The Coque Plume, c. 1922, o/panel, 12 x 10"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: Paintings by HMT, 1926-27;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Julia in Yellow or Julia, a Study in Yellow, 1928, o/c, 25 x 30"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: n.a.
Still Life -Peonies, 1923, o/c, 20 x 24"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History:  National Arts Club, 1924; NAD Annual 1924; Paintings by HMT, 1926-27; 
Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Tulips, n.d. (pre-1926), oil on canvas, 15 x 12"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: n.a.
Mrs. William Sloane, 1926, o/c, 30 x 25"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History:  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Woman in Large Black Hat, n.d. (pre 1924), o/c, 30 x 25"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: n.a.
Drawings:
André Painting, 1922, pencil on paper, 12¼ x 9d"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
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Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
“Dora” or “Zanoza” (Mrs. Sloane’s Russian Wolfhound), n.d., pencil on paper, 14 x 12"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: n.a.
Head of a Woman, n.d., pencil on paper, 17e x 11e"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Hermitage Hall, n.d., pencil on paper, 14 x 12"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: n.a.
Julia Posing, 1915, pencil on paper, 12d x 9d"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Landscape with Farm Buildings, n.d., pencil on paper, 7f x 10½"
Provenance:  Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Luxembourg Gardens, 1922, pencil on paper, 7f x 10d"
Provenance:  Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Seine River Bank, 1922, pencil on paper, 12¼ x 9½"
Provenance: Purchased by Mrs. William Sloane
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia
The Young Mother No. 1, 1923, o/c, 24 3/16 x 18 5/16"
Credit: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bellman for the J. J. Haverty Collection in Memory of Miss
Mary E. Haverty 70.2
Provenance: Purchased by J.J. Haverty from GCAG, 1923; to his daughter, Mrs. Russell Bellman
(Katherine Haverty Bellman), 1937; to HMA, 1970.
Exhibition History:  Corcoran Biennial 1923; MacDowell Club of New York City, Annual
Exhibition of Paintings, Milch Gallery, N.Y., 1924;  Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture by
Leading Living American Artists, 1926, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston (organized by GCAG); 
Paintings by HMT, 1926-27;  Paintings by Helen Turner, HMA, Atlanta, Ga. 1929;  Inaugural
Exhibition, Madison-Morgan Cultural Center, Madison, Ga., 1976; J. J. Haverty, The Taste of a
Southern Collector, organized by HMA, traveled to HMA; Asheville Art Museum, N.C.; La.
Arts and Science Center, Baton Rouge; Mint Museum of Art, Charlotte, N.C.; Columbus
Museum of Art, Ga,; Art and Culture Center of Hollywood, Fl.;  Cragsmoor Retrospective
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exhibition 1983-84;  Eight Southern Women, Greenville County Museum of Art, S.C. and Gibbes
Art Gallery, Charleston, S.C. 1986;  Arts in America: Turn of the Century, HMA at Georgia
Pacific Center, 1988.
The Historic New Orleans Collection, Louisiana
Virginia Claiborne, 1928, o/c, mounted on board, 40c x 32¼”
Provenance: Gift of Mrs. James M. Todd, 1983
Exhibition History: n.a.
Helen le Grange McClellan, 1928, o/c, 50¼ x 40"
Provenance: Gift of Mrs. Gustave Pitard, 1987
Exhibition History: Paintings by Helen M. Turner, HMA, 1929; Brushes with History, The
Historic New Orleans Collection, 1991
Jersey City Museum, New Jersey
Rural Landscape, n.d., o/c, 12 x 14"
Provenance:  Purchased from HMT by Nellie Wright Allen; Gift to Jersey City Museum
Exhibition History:  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Morning News, 1915, o/c, 16 x 14"
Provenance: Purchased from HMT by Nellie Wright Allen; Gift to Jersey City Museum
Exhibition History: NAD Winter 1916; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
Mrs. Lewis Palmer Skidmore, 1911, watercolor on ivory, 4½ x 3c"
Provenance: Purchase, Rogers Fund, 1914
Exhibition History: American Watercolor Society Annual 1911; Retrospective of American
Society of Miniature Painters 1912; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983 (only exhibited at
Cragsmoor venue)
Montclair Art Museum, Montclair, New Jersey
Miss Babian in Black, 1924-25, o/c, 44f x 34¾"
Provenance: Gift of Mrs. Henry Lang, 1933
Exhibition History: International Exhibition, Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, 1925;  NAD Annual
1926;  Paintings by HMT, 1926-27;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts, Montgomery, Alabama
Sunny Room - The Long Shadow, 1922, o/c, 23¾ x 19¾" 
Provenance: Gift of HMT through the Delgado Museum of Art, New Orleans, 1950
Exhibition History: Rehn Gallery, N.Y., 1923;  Paintings by HMT, 1926-27;  American
Federation of Arts, 1928; Dayton Art Institute Traveling Exhibition, 1931;  Cragsmoor
Retrospective, 1983-84
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Morris Museum of Art, Augusta, Georgia
A Country Road, c. 1893, pencil on paper, 10f x 17"
Provenance: From the HMT estate; in passing, to Keith Marshall, Madewood Plantation,
Napoleonville, La; from Downtown Gallery, New Orleans by purchase to Southeastern
Newspapers Corporation; by gift to the Morris Museum of Art, 1989.
Exhibition History:  A Sense of Time and Place: Southern Works on Paper from the Morris
Museum of Art, Greenville County Museum of Art, Greenville, S.C.; Walker Arts Center of the
Asheville School, Asheville, N.C. 1991-93;  Southern Landscapes: Select Works on Paper from
the Permanent Collection, Morris Museum of Art, 1999- 2000;  For the Beauty of the Earth:
Southern Landscape from the Permanent Collection, Morris Museum of Art, 2002 
The Bird Cage, 1918, o/c, 24½ x 18½”
Provenance: Purchased from Charleston Renaissance Gallery, S.C. in 1999
Exhibition History: n.a.
A Long Time Ago, 1918, o/c, 17¾ x 23¾"
Provenance: Purchased from HMA for the New Orleans Museum of Art, by the Lacoste Fund;
deaccessioned and sold, 1965, to Dr. Robert Smythe, New Orleans; to Keith Marshall,
Madewood Plantation, Napoleonville, La.; by purchase from the Downtown Gallery, New
Orleans, to Southeastern Newspapers Corporation; by gift to the Morris Museum of Art, 1989.
Exhibition History: Women Artists in the South: Selections from the Permanent Collection,
Morris Museum of Art, 1997
Pauline, a Little Friend of Mine, 1912, o/c, 40 x 30"
Provenance: Dr. George Woodward, Philadelphia, 1913-17; to Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. David,
Reading, Pa., 1917; to Newhouse Galleries by 1967; to Frank S. Schwartz & Son, Philadelphia
by 1978; to Dr. And Mrs. Leslie S. Greenbaum, Rancho Mirage, Cal.; to The Red Piano Art
Gallery, Hilton Head Isl., S.C.; by purchase to the Morris Museum of Art with funds from the
1998 Museum Gala.
Exhibition History: NAD Winter 1912;  PAFA Annual 1913;  Anglo-American Exposition,
American Fine Arts Society, London, 1914;  Paintings by Helen M. Turner, Milch Gallery, NY,
1917;  Selections of 19th and Early 20th Century Paintings, Terry De Lapp Gallery, Los Angeles,
late 1970s;  Women Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979;  Cragsmoor Retrospective 1983-84
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Texas
Two Women, 1926, o/c, 40 x 30"
Provenance: Museum purchase from HMT with funds provided by the Houston Friends of Art,
1926
Exhibition History: Paintings by HMT, 1926-27;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84;  Down
River: Currents of Style in Louisiana Paintings, 1800-1950, New Orleans Museum of Art, 1990
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Mountain Boy, n.d., o/c, 24 1/4 x 20c"
Provenance: Endowment Collection, Gift of the Artist, 1934
Exhibition History: n.a.
National Academy of Design, New York
Lady with a Parasol (Mrs. Leicester Lewis), 1915, o/c, 30f x 25"
Provenance: Presented upon her election as a National Academician, 1921
Exhibition History: n.a.
National Arts Club, New York
Reflections, 1916, o/c, 40 x 30"
Provenance: HMT diploma presentation
Exhibition History: NAD Winter 1916; Paintings by Walter Griffin and Helen M. Turner,
Memorial Art Gallery, Rochester, 1917;  Six American Women, 1917-18
Carpenter’s Working, c. 1920, oil on board, 12 x 12"
Provenance: gift of HMT for the Men’s Grill Frieze, c. 1920
Exhibition History: n.a.
New Orleans Museum of Art, Louisiana
Mexican Woman with Fruit (also called Mexican Indian Woman), 1930, o/c, 30 x 25"
Provenance: Bequest of Stella Wilson Turner, 1934
Exhibition History: PAFA Annual 1933; Reed Gallery, 1936
Laurette Turner, 1917, o/c, 30 x 25¼"
Provenance: Bequest of Stella Wilson Turner, 1934
Exhibition History: Paintings by Walter Griffin and Helen M. Turner, Memorial Art Gallery,
Rochester, N.Y. 1917; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
George Turner, n.d., o/c, 30 x 25"
Provenance: Bequest of Stella Wilson Turner, 1934
Exhibition History:  n.a.
Girl in Smock (also called The Blue Smock), 1916, o/c, 24c  x 18c"
Provenance: Gift of Margaret Texada Todd in memory of her cousin, HMT, 1986
Exhibition History: NAD Winter 1922
The New-York Historical Society
Laurette Pintard Turner, 1901, watercolor on ivory, 2d x 1f"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1935
Exhibition History:  Women Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979
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Margaret Regal, 1903, watercolor on ivory, 2¾ x 2e"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1935
Exhibition History: Women Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Professor James Brander Matthews, 1926, oil on linen, 41 x 31"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1944
Exhibition History: Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh International, 1926;  National Arts Club, N.Y.
Annual 1927; NAD Annual 1927; Graduates Club, Columbia University, 1928; Women Artists at
Cragsmoor, 1979; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
George Rufus Boynton, 1931, o/c, 30 x 25"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1944
Exhibition History: NAD Winter 1931; Women Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979; Cragsmoor
Retrospective exhibition, 1983-84
Miss Withers, 1922, o/c, 39f x 30d"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1944
Exhibition History: PAFA Annual 1923; Paintings by HMT, 1926-27; Buffalo, N.Y. (location
unknown) 1929;  St. Louis, Mo. (location unknown)1929;  American Federation of Arts tour
1930; Women Artists at Cragsmoor 1979;  Cragsmoor Retrospective 1983-84
Cragsmoor Studio, n.d., 31 x 40"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1944
Exhibition History: n.a.
 
Miss Owens, 1916, o/c, 50 x 40c"
Provenance: Gift of Mrs. James M. Todd from the estate of HMT, 1958 
Exhibition History: NAD Annual 1916
       
Miss Augusta Brown, 1879, watercolor and pencil on paper, 26 x 21"
Provenance: to N-YHS; gift of Mr. Walston S. Brown 1987
Exhibition History: n.a.
Ogden Museum of Southern Art, University of New Orleans, Louisiana
Untitled, 1925, o/c, 12 x 16"
Provenance: Gift of the Roger Houston Ogden Collection
Exhibition History: n.a.
Countryside, St. Cloud, France, 1922, o/b, 10¼ x13¾”
Provenance: Gift of the Roger Houston Ogden Collection
Exhibition History:  Included in Art in the American South, Selections from the Roger Houston
Ogden Collection, a traveling exhibition organized by the University Art Museum, University of
Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, 1992
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Portrait of a Lady, 1938, o/c, 30 x 25"
Provenance: Gift of the Roger Houston Ogden Collection
Exhibition History: n.a.
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Pennsylvania 
Arrangement in Dark and Light, 1912, o/c, 24 x 18"
Provenance: Gift of Dr. and Mrs. George Woodward in 1939 (1039.007.017)
Exhibition History: NAD Winter 1912; PAFA Annual 1914
Lettie Turner, c. 1903-05, watercolor on ivory, 4¼ x 3¼"
Provenance: Bequest of Rosina Cox Boardman in 1971 (1971.199.3)
Exhibition History: n.a.
The Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C.
A Debutante, 1916, o/c, 24 x 16"
Provenance: Purchased from Rehn Gallery, N.Y. by Duncan Phillip, transferred to the Phillips
Memorial Gallery
Exhibition History: Paintings by Walter Griffin and Helen M. Turner, Memorial Art Gallery,
Rochester 1917;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
On a Rainy Day, 1918, o/c, 16c x 12¼"
Provenance: purchased from the Rehn Gallery, N.Y. 1919 by Duncan Phillips,
transferred to the Phillips Memorial Gallery in 1924
Exhibition History: Women Artists in Washington Collections, Univ. of Maryland Art Gallery,
College Park, 1979; Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1982-83; Eight Southern Women, Greenville
County Museum of Art, South Carolina, 1986;  One Hundred Years: A Centennial Celebration
of the National Association of Women Artists, Nassau County Museum of Art, Roslyn Harbor,
N.Y. 1988
Rockford Art Museum, Rockford, Illinois
La Belle Creole, c. 1910, o/c, 30c x 25"
Provenance: Donated by HMT to GCAG; purchased by Mr. And Mrs. Louis A. Schulz Sr. in
1925; given to Rockford Art Museum by Mr. Louis A. Schultz in 1970.
Exhibition History: NAD Annual 1911;  PAFA Annual 1912; National Association of Women
Painters and Sculptors, N.Y., Annual 1914;  Paintings by Walter Griffin and Helen M. Turner,
Memorial Art Gallery, Rochester 1917;  Philadelphia Arts Club 1918;  Philadelphia Arts Club
1919; Rehn Gallery, N.Y.,  Feb. 1920;  Bruce Art Museum, Greenwich, Conn. Annual 1920; 
Cannill and Chaffin Gallery, Los Angeles 1921; GCAG 1923;  Rome, Second International
1923-1924; GCAG Founder’s Exhibition 1925;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
The Speed Art Museum, Louisville, Kentucky
Coral, 1919, o/c, 44 x 34"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1943
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Exhibition History:  Rehn Gallery, N.Y. 1920; NAD Annual 1920;  Brooklyn Museum 1920; 
Buffalo Art Gallery, N.Y. 1920; Art Institute of Chicago Annual 1920; PAFA  Annual 1921;
Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh Annual 1921; Milch Gallery, N.Y. 1921; GCAG, 1923; Detroit
Institute of Arts, Spring 1924;  Concord Art Assoc. at Concord Art Center, Mass., summer 1925;
Paintings by HMT, 1926-27;  American Federation of Arts, 1928;  Cragsmoor Retrospective,
1983-84;  Eight Southern Women, Greenville County Museum of Art, S.C. 1986;  Impressionism
and the South, Greenville County Museum of Art, 1988
Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Virginia
The Old House, 1919, o/c, 24 x 18¼"
Provenance: Gift of HMT, 1933
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Dr. Mary Harley, c. 1931, o/c, 23½ x 19½”
Provenance: Gift of Mary Harley
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
University Art Collection, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.
Harriet Frishmuth, c. 1920, o/c, 29½ x 24"
Provenance: Gift of Ruth Talcott Estate, 1976
Exhibition History: Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
Tulane University Art Collection, New Orleans, Louisiana
Judge James McConnell, 1934, o/c, 37 x 32"
Provenance: n.a.
Exhibition History: n.a.
Tweed Museum of Art, University of Minnesota, Duluth
The Footbath, (The Toilet), 1917, o/c, 18¼ x 14¼"
Provenance: Gift of Mrs. E.L. Tuohy, 1956
Exhibition History: NAD Annual 1917;  Paintings by Walter Griffin and Helen M. Turner,
Memorial Art Gallery, Rochester 1917;  PAFA Annual 1918;  Women Artists at Cragsmoor,
1979; Cragsmoor Retrospective 1983-84
Summer (Tea Party), c. 1912, 31¼ x 40c"
Provenance: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John Brickson, 1956
Exhibition History: NAD Annual 1913; Art Institute of Chicago Annual 1913; Indianapolis Art
Institute1913-1914; PAFA Annual 1914; St. Louis City Museum, Mo. Annual 1914;  MacBeth
Gallery, N.Y. 1916; New York City Club 1917; GCAG Patrons’s Exhibition 1923;  Women
Artists at Cragsmoor, 1979;  Cragsmoor Retrospective, 1983-84
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Zigler Museum of Art, Jennings, Louisiana.
Morning, 1919, o/c, 34½ x 44"
Provenance: Purchased by Duncan Phillips from Rehn Gallery and later exchanged for another
painting; sold to Frank K.M. Rehn; purchased by Zigler Museum Foundation 
Exhibition History:  Rehn Gallery, N.Y. 1919;  Corcoran Biennial 1919; Art Institute of Chicago
Annual 1922; Cragsmoor Retrospective 1983-84
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APPENDIX C.
EXHIBITION HISTORY
One-Person
1917
Paintings by Helen M. Turner, E. & A. Milch Gallery, N.Y.
1920
Paintings by Helen M. Turner, Rehn Gallery, N.Y.
1926-27
Paintings by Helen M. Turner, N.A.  
Gage Galleries, N.Y.; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Tex.; Highland Park Society of
Arts, Highland Park Municipal Building, Dallas, Tex.; Norfolk Society of Arts, Seaboard
Airline Building, Va.; Gordon Galleries, Detroit, Mich.; Gage Galleries, Cleveland, Ohio;
John Herron Art Institute, Indianapolis, In.
1929
Paintings by Helen Turner, High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Ga.
1936
Paintings by Helen M. Turner, Reed Gallery, New Orleans, La.
1949 
Paintings by Helen Turner, N.A., Isaac Delgado Museum of Art, New Orleans, La.
1983-84
Helen M. Turner, N.A. (1858-1958) A Retrospective Exhibition
Organized by the Cragsmoor Free Library, and held at the E. L. Henry House at
Cragsmoor, N.Y.; Akron Art Museum, Oh.;  Jersey City Museum, N.J.; Owensboro
Museum of Fine Art, Ky.; Masur Museum of Art, Monroe, La.
Participation in Museum Annuals
Art Institute of Chicago
Annual Exhibition of Watercolors by American Artists 
1898 Midsummer Afternoon and Summer Shadows
Annual Exhibition of American Paintings & Sculpture 
1907 Sunshine and White Houses; The Hut on the Rocks; and In the Vegetable Garden
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1913 Summer (Tea Party)
1914 Portrait
1915 Mary Tarleton and Dorothea Knitting
1916 Golden Hours
1920 Coral
1922 Morning
1924 Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine
Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh (Carnegie Museum of Art)
Annual Exhibition of American Paintings & Sculpture 
1920  Golden Hours
1921 Coral
International Exhibition of Paintings 
1925 Miss Babian in Black
1926 James Brander Matthews
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Exhibition of Contemporary American Oil Paintings
1914 Mother and Child; Girl with Lantern; and The End of My Porch
1916 Golden Hours and Summer (Tea Party)
1919 Morning; Morning Hours; and For One of Our Boys
1921 An Autumn Symphony
1923 The Young Mother No. 1 
1926 The Two Sisters and Ann Spencer (Mrs. C.G. Spencer)
1930 Margaret Todd
National Academy of Design, New York
1906 Winter Sunshine and White Houses
1907 Annual The Hut on the Rocks and A Summer’s Day
Winter Moonlight Shadows and Twilight
1908 Winter Late Afternoon Sunshine; The Knitters; and The Country Fair
1910 Annual The Windsor Chair and Mountain Laurel 
1911 Annual The Moth and La Belle Creole
1912 Annual Young Woman with Jewels
1912 Winter Pauline, a Little Friend of Mine and An Arrangement in Dark and
Light
1913 Annual Summer (Tea Party)
Winter Portrait
1914 Annual Mother and Child and Mrs. W. S. B. (miniature on ivory)
Winter Dorothea Knitting and Mary Tarleton
1915 Winter The Breakfast Room and Song of Summer
1916 Annual Mrs. S.; Golden Hours; and Miss Owens
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Winter Morning News and Reflections
1917 Annual The Footbath (The Toilet)
Winter The Morning Hour and Nancy Adams
1918 Annual Spring Song and For One of Our Boys
Winter June and The Poem
1919 Annual The Morning Call
1920 Annual Coral
1921 Annual The Flower Girl
1922 Annual The Italian and Battledore and Shuttlecock
Winter The Blue Smock and The Room
1923 Winter The Blonde
1924 Annual The Gateway; Alice in Wonderland; and Peonies
Winter The Young Mother No. 2
1925 Annual The Sisters
1926 Annual Miss Babian in Black
1927 Annual James Brander Matthews 
1931 Winter George Rufus Boynton
1939 Annual Betty
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia
Watercolor Annual Exhibitions
1898 Landscape
1899 Edge of Orchard
1903 Nelson
Annual Exhibitions
1906 Sunshine and White Houses
1908 Moonlight Shadows
1910 A Summer Night; Late Afternoon Sunshine
1911 Mountain Laurel
1912 La Belle Creole
1913 Pauline, a Little Friend of Mine
1914 Summer (Tea Party); An Arrangement in Dark and Light
1915 Dorothea Knitting; The End of My Porch; and Mary Tarleton 
1917 Reflections 
1918 The Footbath (The Toilet) and The Morning Hour 
1919 Elizabeth Hiscox
1920 Golden Hours
1921 Coral and An Autumn Symphony
1922 The Red Kimono and Twilight 
1923 Miss Withers
1924 Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine
1925 The Young Mother No. 2
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1928 The Two Sisters 
1929 Julia 
1931 Mexican Wash Women
1932 Studio Window 
1933 Mexican Indian Woman
Other Notable Exhibitions
1912
First commercial exhibition, Gimbel Bros. department store
1915 
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, Calif. (Mother and Child; Girl with
Lantern; and The End of My Porch)
1916
Paintings by Emil Carlsen, Helen M. Turner, and Daniel Garber, MacBeth Gallery, N.Y.
1917
Paintings by Walter Griffin and Helen M. Turner, Memorial Art Gallery, University of
Rochester, N.Y.
1917-1918  
Paintings by Six American Women: Mary Cassatt, Johanna H. K. Hailman, Jane Peterson, Alice
Schille, Helen Turner and Martha Walter, organized by the City Art Museum, Saint Louis, Mo.;
traveled to Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio; Cincinnati Art
Museum, Ohio; Fine Art Institute, Kansas City; Memorial Art Gallery, Rochester, N.Y.; Hackley
Art Gallery, Muskegon, Mich.
1919
Exhibition of American Painting and Sculpture, Musée du Luxembourg, Paris
1924
MacDowell Club of New York City Annual Exhibition of Paintings, Milch Gallery, N.Y. (The
Young Mother No. 1)
1925-26
Commemorative Exhibition by Members of the National Academy of Design, 1825-1925,
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. and GCAG, N.Y. (Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine)
Founders Exhibition, GCAG, N.Y. (La Belle Creole)
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Oil Paintings by Thirty-five Contemporary American Artists, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston,
Tex. (Miss Withers)
1926
Exhibition of Paintings and Sculpture by Leading Living American Artists, an inaugural
exhibition of a the museum’s new wing, Museum of Fine Arts Houston, Tex., organized by
GCAG, N.Y. (The Young Mother No. 1 and Golden Hours)
1928
Portraits by Members of GCAG (Portrait of James Brander Matthews) and
Portraits Lent by Citizens of Houston (Mrs. John Willis Slaughter), Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston, Tex.
1929
Exhibition of Contemporary American Art by the Artist Members of GCAG, Museum of Fine
Arts, Houston, Tex. (Young Musician and Miss Babian in Black)
1931
The Collection of Duncan Phillips, Delgado Museum of Art, New Orleans, La. (Sunny Room -
Model Posing)
1939
Exhibition of Louisiana Artists, La. State Exhibition Building (La. State Exhibition Museum),
Shreveport, La. (Princess Elizabeth)
1979-80
A Century of Women Artists at Cragsmoor, Cragsmoor Free Library and Cragsmoor Volunteer
Fire Company with additional N.Y. venues: Niagara Arts Center, Niagara Falls; Mercy College,
Yorktown Heights; Poughkeepsie Art and Science Center; Rome Art and Community Center;
and the1890 House Museum, Courtland
1986
Eight Southern Women, Greenville County Museum of Art, S.C. and Gibbes Art Gallery,
Charleston, S.C. (Mother and Child; Girl with Lantern; Sandra in the Garden; On a Rainy Day;
The Flower Girl; and The Young Mother No. 1)
Artistic Traditions: From the Academy to Impressionism in American Art, 25th Anniversary
Exhibition, Cummer Gallery of Art, Jacksonville, Fl. (Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine and Mrs.
Alfred Vance Churchill)
1987-88
American Women Artists, 1830-1930, National Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington,
D.C.; Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Minn.; The Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Conn.; San
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Diego Museum of Art, Calif.; Meadows Museum of Art at Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, Tex. (Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine)
1988 
Impressionism and the South, Greenville County Museum of Art, S.C. (After the Concert; Betty;
Girl with Lantern; Song of Summer; and Coral)
One Hundred Years: A Centennial Celebration of the National Association of Women Artists
Nassau County Museum of Art, Roslyn Harbor, N.Y.
1991
Downriver: Currents of Style in Louisiana Painting,1800-1950, New Orleans Museum of Art,
La. (Two Women)
1996
Echoes and Late Shadows: The Larger World of Southern Impressionism, Morris Museum of
Art, Augusta, Ga. (Lilies, Lanterns and Sunshine)
Turner also exhibited with the following institutions 
Allied Artists, N.Y.
American Society of Miniature Painters 
American Federation of Arts (traveling exhibitions in U.S. and Europe) 
American Watercolor Society
Artists’ Association, New Orleans
Arts and Crafts Club, New Orleans
Boston Art Club
Concord Art Association
National Association of Women Painters and Sculptors (Woman’s Art Club of N.Y.)
National Arts Club
New York Watercolor Club
Philadelphia Watercolor Club
Society of American Artists
Southern States Art League
.
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APPENDIX D.
AWARDS
1899 Bronze medal in portraiture for oil painting (title of work unknown)
School of Design for Women 
The Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art
1912 Elling Prize for landscape painting (title of work unknown)
Women’s Art Club, New York
1913 John G. Agar Prize (Young Woman with Jewels)
National Association of Woman Painters and Sculptors, New York 
1913 Honorable Mention for Summer, (Tea Party)
Art Institute of Chicago
 
1913 Julia A. Shaw Prize for Summer, (Tea Party)
National Academy of Design
1921 Second Altman Prize for The Flower Girl 
National Academy of Design 
1922 Second Prize (title of work unknown)
National Arts Club, New York 
1927 Gold Medal for James Brander Matthews
National Arts Club, New York
 
1927 Isaac Maynard Prize for Portraiture for Portrait of James Brander Matthews 
National Academy of Design 
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APPENDIX E.
CHRONOLOGY
1858 
Helen Maria Turner is born on November 13 in Louisville, Kentucky, while her family is on an
extended visit with relatives.  She is the seventh of eight children of Mortimer and Helen Maria
Davidson Turner of New Orleans.  
1861
The Turner family leaves Kentucky and relocates to Baton Rouge, where the family’s eighth
child, Laurette “Lettie” Pintard Turner, is born.   
1862
Turner’s oldest brother, Charles, a Confederate soldier, dies in the war.  In October, several
months following the Battle of Baton Rouge, the family moves to Alexandria, Louisiana. 
1865 
The Civil War is officially over, but Union forces continue the occupation of New Orleans until
1877.  Turner’s mother dies of a lingering illness and Mortimer Turner and his children return to
New Orleans.  
1871
Turner is thirteen years old when her father dies. She and her siblings are left in the care of their
uncle, Dr. John Pintard Davidson, in New Orleans. During her childhood, she attends public
school in New Orleans.
1880
In the first year of the decade referred to as “The Elegant Eighties,” Turner develops a serious
interest in art around at age twenty-two.  To generate income, she makes paper flowers,
presumably for Carnival decorations; sketches charcoal portraits; and paints palmetto fans, used
as a women’s accessory.   
A group of prominent male artists create an artist’s organization, the Southern Art Union, to
further art and culture in the city. The presence of art in New Orleans increases in the 1880s.     
1884-85
The World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition is held in New Orleans for several
months from late 1884 to early 1885.  A great exhibition hall features 882 works by important
contemporary artists from the United States and abroad, a major art event for the city. 
In 1885, the Artists’ Association of New Orleans is organized (as a reconfiguration of the
Southern Art Union).  
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Recently graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design, William Woodward is hired to
teach art and architecture at Tulane University in 1884. In 1885, he organizes an art school at
Tulane and brings in his brother Ellsworth as one of its teachers.  The art school evolves into the
art department of Sophie Newcomb College, which becomes Tulane University’s female division
in 1887.
1886
Turner is selected to receive free art lessons at the newly formed Artists’ Association of New
Orleans and continues as a pupil for several years.  She also takes advantage of the free classes at
Tulane University’s “Drawing School,” as William Woodward’s art school is called.
The eighth and final exhibition of the impressionists is held in Paris. Impressionism formally
makes its debut in the United States when French art dealer Paul Durand-Ruel exhibits nearly
300 impressionist works at his New York gallery. 
1893-95
Turner moves to Dallas, Texas, and for two years teaches art to young women at St. Mary’s
College. 
1895-99
Turner moves to New York and attends the Art Students League where she studies with Kenyon
Cox, Douglas Volk, James Carroll Beckwith, H. Siddons Mowbray, Joseph De Camp, Walter
Clark, and Arthur Wesley Dow.
1895-1910
Turner participates in the revival of interest in miniature portraiture in the United States.  In
addition to her oil paintings on canvas, she creates watercolor-on-ivory portrait miniatures and
exhibits with various organizations devoted to miniature painting.  
1898-1901; 1904-05
Turner attends free art classes at the Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art
through the college’s School of Design for Women.    
1899-1902
Turner spends three years studying and teaching, and receives a diploma from Teachers College,
Columbia University.
1902-19
Turner teaches a generation of women students at the art school of the New York YWCA for
careers in the “applied arts.”
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1904, 1905, 1911
Turner participates in student trips abroad in Europe with William Merritt Chase.
1906-42 
Turner begins her association with the artists’ haven of Cragsmoor, New York, with her first visit
at Charles C. Curran’s invitation in 1906. 
In 1910, she officially becomes a  resident when she occupies Takusan, a house she designed
herself.  The beautiful environs and the air of collegiality among the prominent artists keep her
returning there for most of the summers until 1942, when she sells the house. The exceptions to
her summer visits occur when she is traveling abroad and later when she is unable to make the
trip from New Orleans during World War II.  
1913
Turner becomes an associate member of the National Academy of Design.
The Armory Show in New York advances the cause of modern art by displaying American
realists and avant-garde European artists.
1914
The Metropolitan Museum of Art purchases a miniature portrait by Turner for its permanent
collection.
1915
Turner exhibits three paintings at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco.  
1921
Turner is elected an Academician of the National Academy of Design, the fourth woman to
receive this designation and the first Louisianian.
During the summer, she executes several paintings at Westbury, Long Island.
1922
Turner spends spring and summer traveling in France (Verdun, Epernay, and Paris) and Spain
(Madrid and Toledo).  While in Paris she visits with her artist friend Thalia Millett Malcolm.  
1923
Turner’s sister and constant companion, Lettie, dies.  
1The Arts and Crafts Club existed 1920 to 1951.
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1926
Turner returns to New Orleans, making it her primary residence.  She joins the faculty of the
New Orleans Art School of the Arts and Crafts Club.1
Her first solo traveling exhibition begins in New York and travels to Houston, Dallas, Norfolk,
Detroit, Cleveland, and Indianapolis.
Turner receives the honor of being selected to the jury of the 25th International Exhibition of the
Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh.  She is the only woman on the panel of twelve distinguished
artists, including Pierre Bonnard of Paris.
1930
Turner spends the summer in an artist colony in Cuernavaca, Mexico with a group of New
Orleans artists. 
1949
The Delgado Museum of Art in New Orleans holds a retrospective exhibition of thirty-one of
Turner’s paintings.
1958
On January 31, Turner dies at the age of ninety-nine.
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